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FreeFlyer 
University Gu ide

When learning orbital mechanics, it can sometimes be difficult to understand
certain subjects without a visual aid. Topics such as orbital elements,
interplanetary travel, and multi-body perturbations can be difficult to visualize and
model without the assistance of computational software. This guide is designed to
assist your knowledge and understanding of these complicated topics with the
use of the helpful tools built in to FreeFlyer®.

FreeFlyer® is a space simulation program designed to visualize and model
various scenarios including, but not limited to, spacecraft propagation, spacecraft
maneuvering, coverage and contact analysis, interplanetary analysis, and
generating various visual aids. FreeFlyer® also has an intuitive and flexible
scripting capability which allows the user to use FreeFlyer® in any way needed.
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FreeFlyer® is a space simulation program designed to simulate and model various scenarios including, but not
limited to spacecraft propagation, spacecraft maneuvering, coverage and contact analysis, interplanetary analysis,
and generating plots, charts, and videos. Also, FreeFlyer has a scripting capability which allows the user to use the
tool in what ever way they desire.

This Getting Started Guide is designed to help you get familiar with the basics of FreeFlyer and help you construct
your first Mission Plan. If you follow this guide from start to finish, you should have no problem setting up your first
mission.

This guide is divided into three sections:

1. Installing FreeFlyer

2. Navigating FreeFlyer

3. Starting Your First Mission
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1.1 - Installing FreeFlyer

To download and install FreeFlyer, register for an account with a.i. solutions with your full name and .edu email
address and sign in at:

http://www.ai-solutions.com/ProductsServices/FreeFlyer/DownloadFreeFlyer.aspx

NOTE: A copy of FreeFlyer may be available to you from your school or professor. In that event, registration is not
required.

Students are eligible for a free Educational License for FreeFlyer.

Once signed in, download and install the Complete FreeFlyer Installation File. This can be installed on 64-Bit or 32-
Bit Windows.

NOTE: We only offer a headless version of FreeFlyer for Linux. For the purpose of this guide, we do not
recommend that you install this version.

FreeFlyer Download Page

When you open FreeFlyer for the first time, it will prompt you for a license.

http://www.ai-solutions.com/ProductsServices/FreeFlyer/DownloadFreeFlyer.aspx
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Register New License

In order to obtain your license file, copy the information given to you and email it to fflicense@ai-solutions.com. You
should receive an email with your license file within 1 business day. 

If you are connecting to a network license server at your school, you do not need to request a license file. Choose
"Connect to License Server" in the Registration Method dropdown, and then type in the server information given to
you.

If you requested a license file (and are not using a license server) and have received it, click "Browse" to select that
file, and then click "Register License File". Once you have done that, you should be set!

See Also

Getting Started Guide

Next Topic: Navigating FreeFlyer

mailto:fflicense@ai-solutions.com
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1.2 - Navigating FreeFlyer

This section will discuss how to navigate the various sections of FreeFlyer.

FreeFlyer has four main screens:

1. The Home Screen

2. The Control Screen

3. The Output Screen

4. The Notes Screen

The Home Screen

The Home Screen

1. The Menu Bar
Open, Close, and Save Mission Files as well as change user preferences, manipulate workspaces, and
find help and documentation on questions you may have.

2. Quick Tasks
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Create New Mission Plans, browse existing Sample Mission Plans, or use the Mission Plan Wizard to
automatically generate a Mission Plan for simple analysis problems.

3. Learn About FreeFlyer
Read up on the added features of the latest update, and also view video tutorials.

4. Recent Files
Open recently modified Mission Plans.

5. Demonstration Mission Plans
Mission Plans that demonstrate FreeFlyer's advanced analysis capabilities.

6. Featured Mission Plan Wizards
Initiates a ‘wizard’ which creates a Mission Plan to solve a simple analysis

7. Contact Information
Contact information for the FreeFlyer team for license requests, sales information, and technical support.

8. Tip of the Day
Provides a random tip regarding a functionality of FreeFlyer

The Control Screen

The Control Screen

1. Navigation Bar
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New Mission Plan (CTRL + N) Syntax Check (CTRL + Q)

Open Mission Plan (CTRL + O) Run Mission (CTRL + R)

Save, Save As

(CTRL+S), (CTRL + SHIFT + S)
Record Output

Close Mission Plan 

(CTRL + SHIFT + C)
Pause (CTRL + P)

Undo (CTRL + U) Stop (CTRL + T)

Redo (CTRL + R)

 Controls the Speed of the Mission Plan Execution

2. Object Browser
Add Objects to the Mission Plan and organize them by category. 
NOTE: Objects created through a FreeForm script editor will not appear here.

3. Script Elements
List of all commands and flow control elements. You can drop and drag these onto the Mission
Sequence, or directly into a FreeForm script editor.

4. Mission Sequence
The sequence of how the Mission Plan will run. You can comment out sections of code by clicking the “//”
column next to the block you wish to comment out. Also, you can set breakpoints by clicking the red dot
column next to the block you wish to set a breakpoint.

5. Status Bar
Shows the status of the mission as “Running”, “Paused”, “Stopped”, etc. Also displays the run duration of
the Mission Plan execution.

The Output Screen
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The Output Screen

1. Workspace
A new workspace will appear every time you run the Mission Plan. You can easily compare output by
looking at different workspaces.

2. Output Properties
Contains modifiable properties of output windows (View Windows, Plot Windows, Map Windows, etc.) to
help post-process data to include in presentations.

The Notes Screen
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The Notes Screen

The Notes Screen provides a space for you to capture notes and comments regarding your Mission Plan

See Also

Getting Started Guide

Next Topic: Starting Your First Mission

Previous Topic: Installing FreeFlyer
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1.3 - Starting Your First Mission

In this section, we will start our very first mission! For this scenario, we have the Keplerian Elements of two
different spacecraft. We want to compare the speeds of those spacecraft during a 2 day period.

The topics discussed in this tutorial are the following:

1. Adding Spacecraft

2. Adding Other Objects

3. Writing the Mission Plan - Drag and Drop

4. Writing the Mission Plan - FreeForm

5. The Report Command

6. Running the Mission

7. Adding Tanks and Thrusters

8. Adding Impulsive Burns

9. Using Impulsive Burns

Let's make the Mission Plan!

To start, on the Home Screen click "Create a New Mission Plan"

Adding Spacecraft

Right Click the Object Browser and Press
o

Object Browser in the Output Screen

Double Click “Spacecraft1”
Change the Element Type from “Cartesian” to “Keplerian”
Enter the orbital parameters for Spacecraft 1:
o A: 7100 km

o E: 0.05
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o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

Spacecraft Orbit Editor

Click on “Propagator” in the Left Hand side of the Spacecraft Window under “Motion Model”
Change the Step Size from 300s to 100s 
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Spacecraft Propagator Editor

Also under “Motion Model”, click on “Force Model”

FreeFlyer has the ability of changing the Force Model used on the Spacecraft. Here you can change the
gravitational model, and atmospheric model used in the simulation. Also, you change the bodies used in force
calculations, as well as simulate the effects of Solar Radiation Pressure. However, our simulation does not require
us to change any of these options.

Under “Primary Options,” click on “Physical Properties”

In this section, you can change the Spacecraft’s Aerodynamic properties as well as its Mass and Moment of Inertia.
These properties are especially critical when using Low Earth Orbiters over longer periods of time, or when your
Spacecraft uses thrusters.

Under “Dry Inertial Properties”, change the Mass to 200 kg.

Spacecraft Physical Properties Editor

Click “Ok”

We need to add the Second Spacecraft in as well. This time, we will make sure it has a different tail color.

Right Click the Object Browser and Press
o

Double Click “Spacecraft2”

This time, we can use the Orbit Wizard to create a Spacecraft with a pre-defined orbit.

Click on “Orbit Wizard” at the bottom right of the Spacecraft editor
Choose “Molniya” from the “Orbit Type” dropdown
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Spacecraft Orbit Wizard

Click “Next”
Leave all the default values
Click “Finish”
Click on “Propagator” in the Left Hand side of the Spacecraft editor
Change the Step Size from 300s to 100s
Click on Visualization on the left-hand side
Change the tail color to green
Go to the 3D Model dropdown and select “TDRS” (This will change the appearance of the Spacecraft)

Spacecraft Visualization Editor
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Click “Ok”

Great! We have created our Spacecraft. Now we need to add in a few more objects through the Object Browser

Adding Other Objects

First, we will add in one of the more important things: a ViewWindow. This will allow us to view our Spacecraft
orbiting a 3D globe. If we so desired, we could plot its ground track on a 2D map as well. Let’s add in the
ViewWindow:

Right Click the Object Browser
o

Double Click “ViewWindow1”
Check both boxes for Spacecraft 1 and 2 in the “Available Objects” so that they are visible in the
ViewWindow.

ViewWindow Editor

We want the names of the Spacecraft visible as well, so check the box labeled “Show Name”
Click “Apply to All” so that both Spacecraft will have their names visible

Now, we want to modify one of the viewpoints of the ViewWindow so we have a good view of both Spacecraft.
Also, we’d like to have a chase viewpoint of Spacecraft2

In the left-hand side of the ViewWindow editor, Click on “Viewpoints”
Click on “Default”
For Reference Frame, click “Inertial”
To add the second viewpoint, Click “Create”
Change the name to “ChaseSC2”
Change the title to “Chase SC2”
Change source, target, and tail reference to “Spacecraft2”
Change the Radius to 3000 km
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ViewWindow Viewpoint Editor

Press “Ok”

Now that we have our ViewWindow all set up, we still need one more thing – a PlotWindow. This will allow us to
graph the velocities of the Spacecraft.

Right Click the Object Browser
o

Click on the Y-Axis dropdown menu
Under “Choose a property or method”, select “VMag” 
o To navigate more quickly, you may press the first letter of what you’re looking for to go to that

section
o VMag is the magnitude of the velocity vector, which is what we are looking for.
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PlotWindow Editor

Click “More” so we can add another line to the plot.
Click on the second dropdown that just appeared.
Under the “Choose an object:” dropdown, select “Spacecraft2”.
Under the “Choose a property or method”, select “VMag”
Press “Ok”

Now that we have all the objects we need for our Mission Plan, let’s move on to the actual Mission Sequence.

Writing the Mission Plan - Drag and Drop

The easiest way you can create your Mission Sequence is to drag and drop Script Elements onto the Mission
Sequence. To start, we will need to put in a while loop that will last us 2 days. You will likely use while loops in
most missions you create.

Drag and drop “While…End” from the Script Elements on the right-hand side to the Mission Sequence
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Scripting Elements and While Loop inside Mission Sequence

Double Click the first line which should read “While (Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 1)”

The Mission Sequence will loop through until the condition inside the parenthesis is met. For our mission, we want
it to run for 2 days.

Click on the dropdown that currently reads “1”
Highlight the “1” and change it to “2”

We can continue dragging and dropping elements into the Mission Sequence, but for practice we are going to write
the rest of the mission in FreeForm, FreeFlyer’s scripting editor.

Writing the Mission Plan - FreeForm

Drag and drop a “FreeForm” in the while loop from the "Script Elements" section on the left-hand side.
Double-click "FreeForm: FreeForm"
So we know what this script does, let's change the FreeForm label to “Step and Update”

FreeForm Label

FreeFlyer script allows us to bypass the limitations and constraints of doing things through the GUI, and also allows
us to write complex math functions or logic control that are otherwise not built in to FreeFlyer. Anything that can be
done through the Object Browser and Drag-and-Drop can also be done through a FreeForm script editor.

To start off, we need to step both of the Spacecraft forward one step (Remember when we set the step size to
100s?) First, we will step forward Spacecraft1. To do this, we will write:

Step Spacecraft1;
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To step Spacecraft2, we will do so with what is called an “Epoch Sync”. This ensures that both Spacecraft will be
simulated to the same points in time, syncing their epochs. This is always a good practice when dealing with
multiple Spacecraft. To do this, we will write:

Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Now, we need to update the PlotWindow so that the current Spacecraft speed is written to the plot. To do this, we
will write:

Update PlotWindow1;

Next, we need to update the ViewWindow to show our Spacecraft at its current state. To do this, we will write:

Update ViewWindow1;

Overall, your script should look something like this:

Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update PlotWindow1;
Update ViewWindow1;

For more on FreeForm syntax and usage, go to 

For help on other parts of FreeFlyer that you may have questions about, you can right-click on the element in ques
and click "Go To Help File." This will bring you to the FreeFlyer Help File and give you information about the
element you right-clicked.

Go To Help File Example

The Report Command
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Report commands can be used to print text or numerical data to a data table. For this scenario, we will print the
time, spacecraft altitude, and spacecraft velocity for each spacecraft.

Click on the “Mission Sequence” tab to go back to the Mission Sequence
Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor underneath the “Step and Update” FreeForm we just created
Double-click the FreeForm
Change the name label to “Report Time, Alt, and Velocity” so we know what this script does

To report the data, we need to write the following:

Report Spacecraft1.EpochText, Spacecraft1.Height, Spacecraft1.VMag;
Report Spacecraft2.EpochText, Spacecraft2.Height, Spacecraft2.VMag;

You’ll notice that as soon as you press the period key after an object, FreeFlyer will give you a scrollable list of
properties (‘P’) and methods (‘M’) applicable to that object along with a description of that property or method. The
auto complete logic allows you to scroll and either double-click or press enter to have FreeFlyer automatically type
the property or method you've chosen.

FreeFlyer IntelliSense

Your Mission Sequence should now look like this:

Mission Sequence

Running the Mission

Press the play button on the navigation bar
o This will automatically run a Syntax Check, and then start the mission

Four windows should pop up: The ViewWindow, PlotWindow, and two Report Windows
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Output Window

Double Click the MissionView Window
Click and hold the left mouse button to rotate around the scenario
Click and hold the right mouse button to zoom in and out
As stated before, to modify any of the output properties, you can modify the components in the Output
Properties Section on the Right Hand side.
To change the viewpoint to the chase viewpoint we set up earlier, in “Output Properties” change the
View Point to “Chase SC2”

If you wish to switch to other full screen outputs, on the bar just below the Workspace tabs, you’ll see each output
at the top.

Switch to the Velocity Plot by clicking on the "Plot" tab below the workspace tabs

Plot Tab

To zoom in on a section of the plot, click and drag to highlight the section of where you would like to
zoom in.
To zoom out, right-click the plot.
You can modify the output properties of the plot in the “Output Properties Section” on the Right Hand
Side.
If you need to export the plot, click on the button labeled “Export”
o You can export it as an image file, or a data file

Once the Mission Plan finishes running and comes to a stop, try to answer the following questions:
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W hich S pacecraft has the fastest top speed?

W hich S pacecraft show s the least change in speed during its orbit?

Looking at the graph, about how  long is S pacecraft2’s orbita l period?

Adding Tanks and Thrusters

Let’s add something in to complicate the problem. Let’s assume that 8 hours into the scenario, Spacecraft1 speeds
up 1 km/s in the direction it is traveling. How do we model this?

Click on the “Control” button on the Navigation Bar to return to the Mission Sequence
Double-click on Spacecraft1
Under “Subsystems” click on “Tanks”
Click “Create”
Click “Edit Tank” to see the properties

We just added a tank to Spacecraft1. In the Tank editor, we can see the different properties you can edit.

Change the Total Tank Volume to 0.25 m^3
Change the Fuel Mass to 200 kg

Spacecraft Tank Editor

Click “Ok” to close the Tank editor
Under “Subsystems” in the Spacecraft editor, Click on “Thrusters”
Click “Create”
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Spacecraft Thruster Editor

Click “Edit Thruster” to see the properties

We just added a Thruster object to Spacecraft1. In the Thruster editor, we can see the various properties that can
be changed.

Click “Ok” to close the Thruster editor
Click “Ok” to close the Spacecraft editor

Adding Impulsive Burns

In order to use an ImpulsiveBurn, you must create it as an object in the Object Browser. Once created, any
Spacecraft can maneuver using that ImpulsiveBurn.

Right-click on the Object Browser
o

Double-click on “ImpulsiveBurn1”
Change the "Attitude System" to VNB (This is important so that the burn direction is correct)
Edit Velocity to 1km/s
Edit Normal to 0km/s
Edit Binormal to 0km/s
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ImpulsiveBurn Editor

Click “Ok” to close the editor

Using Impulsive Burns

We've stated that this burn occurs at about 8 hours into the mission. We need to edit our while loop to adjust for
this.

Double-click on the while loop in the Mission Sequence
Click on the “Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays” dropdown
Change the “Choose a property or method” dropdown to “ElapsedHours”
Change the dropdown currently set at “2” to “8”
Click “Ok”

This makes it so the Spacecraft will propagate normally, before the impulsive burn occurs. As soon as 8 hours has
passed, the Mission Sequence will exit the loop, and we will perform the burn.

After the while loop in the Mission Sequence, drag and drop “Maneuver” from the "Script Elements"
section on the right hand side.
Double-click on that line (Should be Line 4)
Uncheck the box that says “Create Report?”
Click “Ok”

Once line 4 executes, we still need the mission to continue. To do this, we need to put in a while loop for the
remaining 40 hours of the mission.

Drag and Drop “While…End” from the "Script Elements" section onto the bottom of the Mission Sequence
Double-click on the loop
Change “Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays” to “Spacecraft1.ElapsedHours”
Change the value from “1” to “40”
Click “Ok”
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Inside the while loop, we want to do the same thing we were doing in the previous while loop. Instead of putting in
a new FreeForm script editor and rewriting it, we can clone the “Step and Update” script we wrote.

Right-click on “FreeForm: Step and Update”
Click on “Clone Selected”
Drag the newly cloned FreeForm script editor into the second while loop

Your Mission Sequence should now look like this:

Mission Sequence

Now our mission is ready to run! This time, Spacecraft1 will change its orbit 8 hours into the mission.

Click the Play button on the Navigation Bar

Now that we have successfully run our mission with the impulsive burn, try to answer these questions:

Look at the plot. How  does S pacecraft1’s speed compare Pre-Burn to Post-Burn?

W hat happened to S pacecraft1’s overa ll variance in ve locity?

We hope that the rest of this guide is helpful in your understanding of orbital mechanics and spacecraft flight
dynamics. Remember to utilize the help file if you have any questions about FreeFlyer! You may do this by pressing
F1, or right clicking the element you have questions about and clicking "Go To Help File." If the help file couldn't
quite answer your question, you may email techsupport@ai-solutions.com. Also, be sure to check out http://
www.ai-solutions.com for internship and career opportunities!

See Also

Getting Started Guide

Previous Topic: Navigating FreeFlyer

mailto:techsupport@ai-solutions.com
http://www.ai-solutions.com
http://www.ai-solutions.com
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In this chapter, we will discuss the six classical orbital elements, otherwise known as "Keplerian elements." We will
learn about how to manipulate an orbit's shape, size, and orientation in respect to its central body. 

This chapter will cover the following topics:

1. Orbit Shapes and Sizes

2. Orbit Orientation
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2.1 - Orbit Shapes and Sizes

In this section, we will discuss the various aspects of an orbit that make up its shape and size. Two of the six
Keplerian elements will be discussed. They are:

1. Semi-Major Axis ('a')

2. Eccentricity ('e')

Semi-Major Axis

The Semi-Major Axis (referred to as 'SMA' or 'a') is the distance from the center of an ellipse to the longer end of
the ellipse. In a circle, the SMA is simply the radius.

Semi-Major Axis Diagram

The semi-major axis determines various properties of the orbit such as orbital energy and orbital period. As the
semi-major axis increases, so does the orbital energy and the orbital period.

Problem: 

We have three spacecraft orbiting at three different semi-major axes. All three spacecraft orbit in a circular,
equatorial orbit. Simulate these spacecraft using FreeFlyer and output each Spacecraft object's orbital period.

S pacecraft 1 - 7,000 km

S pacecraft 2 - 15,000 km

S pacecraft 3 - 42,164 km

Let's begin our scenario. Open up a new Mission Plan and label it "SMAPeriod.MissionPlan".

Adding in Spacecraft

Create a new Spacecraft object by right-clicking the Object Browser on the left-hand side of the Control
Screen

Double-click "Spacecraft1" to open the Spacecraft editor
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Change the element type to "Keplerian"

Element Type Dropdown in the Spacecraft Editor

Put in the following orbital parameters:

o A: 7000 km

o E: 0

o I : 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

Click "Ok" to close the Spacecraft editor

Right-click "Spacecraft1"

Click "Clone"
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Cloning a Spacecraft

Double-click "Spacecraft1_Copy1"

In the top right, rename the Spacecraft to "Spacecraft2"

Note: You can also quickly change a Spacecraft's name by clicking on it in the Object Browser and
pressing "F2"

Change A to 15000 km

On the left-hand side, click on "Visualization"

Change the tail color to green

Click "Ok" to close the Spacecraft editor

Right-click "Spacecraft2"

Click "Clone"

Double-click "Spacecraft2_Copy1"

Rename the Spacecraft to "Spacecraft3"

Change A to 42164 km

Change the tail color to yellow

Adding a ViewWindow

Create a new ViewWindow by right-clicking the Object Browser

Double-click "ViewWindow1" to open the ViewWindow editor

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects" section

For "Spacecraft1," check "Show Name" and press "Apply to All"

Change each Spacecraft object's "History Mode" to "Unlimited" (Make sure you do this for each
Spacecraft as there is not an "Apply to all" button for this)

On the left-hand side, navigate to "Viewpoints"

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Click "Ok" to close the ViewWindow editor

Building the Mission Sequence

From the Script Elements browser, drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Change the while loop stopping condition to "Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 2"

Drag and drop two "Step" commands into the while loop

The first Step command should say "Step Spacecraft1"

Double-click the second Step command

Change the "What to Step" to "Spacecraft2"

Check the "Step to Condition?" box to step to a condition

Change the first drop down to "Spacecraft2.Epoch"

Change the middle dropdown menu from "<" to "=="

Click on the dropdown that says "0"

Change "Number" to "Object/Property Method"

Change the last dropdown to "Epoch"

The statement should now say "Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch"
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Step Command Editor

Clone this command by right-clicking the "Step Spacecraft2" command and click "Clone Selected"

Change the parameters to say "Step Spacecraft3 to Spacecraft3.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch"

Drag and drop an Update command into the while loop after the Step commands

Now that we have set up the "Step" and "Update" commands, let's add a FreeForm script editor to report each
Spacecraft object's orbital period.

From the Script Elements browser, drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the while loop after the
"Update" command

Double-click the FreeForm script editor to open it

Rename it to "Report Orbital Periods"

This script will be a simple one. It should read as follows:

Report Spacecraft1.Period, Spacecraft2.Period, Spacecraft3.Period;

Now our Mission Plan is ready to run! Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:
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Mission Sequence Example

Save your progress and then run to execute the Mission Plan. Then, try to answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft has the shortest period?

W hich S pacecraft has the longest period?

W hat is the significance of S pacecraft3's period?

Eccentricity

Orbital eccentricity is defined as a ratio of the distance between foci to the entire length of the major axis (2x the
semi-major axis). Different values of eccentricities determine what kind of orbit exists.

Eccentricity Type of Orbit

e = 0 Circular

0 < e < 1 Elliptical

e = 1 Parabolic

e > 1 Hyperbolic

Remember, the eccentricity of an orbit does not affect a Spacecraft object's orbital period or orbital energy. It
simply defines the shape of the orbit.

Problem: 

We have three spacecraft with the same SMA, but different eccentricities. Use FreeFlyer to plot the Orbital
Velocities of these spacecraft and compare them.

For this problem, let's edit the "SMAPeriod.MissionPlan" file that we just made and save it under a different name.

Open the "SMAPeriod.MissionPlan" file
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Click the "Save As" button (or press CTRL + Shift + S)

Save the Mission Plan as "Eccentricity.MissionPlan"

We are going to edit each Spacecraft object's Keplerian elements. Edit the semi-major axis and eccentricity to the
following:

S pacecraft1 - A: 30,000 km; E: 0.05;

S pacecraft2 - A: 30,000 km; E: 0.25;

S pacecraft3 - A: 30,000 km; E: 0.7;

Once you have changed the Keplerian elements of each Spacecraft, it's time to move on to plotting the Spacecraft
velocities. Also, since we do not need to report the orbital periods anymore, let's delete that FreeForm script
editor:

Delete "FreeForm: Report Orbital Periods" from the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a new FreeForm script editor into the while loop after the "Update" command

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Rename it to "Plot Speeds"

For this FreeForm script editor, the code is relatively simple as well:

Plot Spacecraft1.ElapsedHours, Spacecraft1.VMag, Spacecraft2.VMag,
Spacecraft3.VMag;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save the Mission Plan, and then click run. After the Mission Sequence has concluded, try and answer these
questions:

W hich S pacecraft had the highest maximum  velocity? W hich S pacecraft had the low est?

Run the M ission Plan again and look for the peak in ve locity. W here in the S pacecraft's orbit did this occur?"
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Looking at the graph, how  does the orbita l period of each S pacecraft compare?

W hat is the re lationship of the orbita l eccentricity and the variance in ve locity?

See Also

Orbital Elements Tutorial

Next Topic: Orbit Orientation
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2.2 - Orbit Orientation

We've learned how to change the shape and size of an orbit. Now we must learn the various aspects of orienting
an orbit.

In this section, we will discuss and demonstrate the other four Keplerian elements. They are as follows:

1. Inclination ('i')

2. Right Ascension of the Ascending Node ('RAAN' or 'Ω')

3. Argument of Periapsis ('w' or 'ω')

4. True Anomaly ('TA' or 'ν ')

A good visualization for reference is shown below:

Orbit Position Elements

Inclination

Inclination is the "tilt" of an orbit. It is described as the angle of the orbit plane above the equatorial plane. The
most important thing to note about inclination is that it determines the latitudes covered by the orbit ground track.
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ISS Ground Track

Problem: 

We have four satellites with different inclinations. We want to determine what areas of the Earth each will fly
over. Model and simulate this in FreeFlyer.

Open a new Mission Plan

Save it as "Inclination.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create four Spacecraft objects with the following attributes:

Spacecraft
Name

A E I RAAN W TA Tail Color

Spacecraft1 7000 km 0 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Red

Spacecraft2 7000 km 0 45 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Green

Spacecraft3 7000 km 0 90 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Yellow

Spacecraft4 7000 km 0 160 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Blue
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Adding a ViewWindow

Add a ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow1"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and press "Apply to All"

Manually select each Spacecraft and change its "History Mode" to unlimited. You must do this for each
individual Spacecraft as there is not a "Apply to All" button for this

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the viewpoint type from "3D View" to "2D Map"

Viewpoint Editor

For the reference frame, check "Body Fixed"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the while loop

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Change the name of the FreeForm script editor to "Step and Update"

In this FreeForm script editor, we are going to Step all Spacecraft making sure to keep the epochs synced and then
update the ViewWindow. This will be very similar to what we did in the Getting Started Guide. The script will look
like this:

Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft3 to (Spacecraft3.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft4 to (Spacecraft4.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:
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Mission Sequence Example

Save and run the Mission Plan, then try to answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft sees the most of the Earth over time?

W hich S pacecraft sees the least of the Earth over time?

W hat happens to the direction of an orbit if its inclination is greater than 90 degrees?

Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN)

The Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) is the longitude of the point where the spacecraft crosses the
equatorial plane moving from south to north. The descending node is where the spacecraft drops through the
equatorial plane, moving from the Northern Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere. Manipulating the RAAN can
be thought of as moving the orbit around a swivel, rotating it around the axis normal to the reference plane (in this
case, the equatorial plane).

We saw in the previous example that it takes several orbits for an inclined satellite to map out the Earth. What if
we wanted to do this faster? If we add in more spacecraft and manipulate the RAAN, more of the Earth is covered
more quickly.

Problem: 

Add in a constellation of 4 satellites with a variance in RAAN. Also add in a ground station in Australia as our
communications station. Compare the revisit times of one satellite versus an entire constellation of satellites.
Model and simulate this in FreeFlyer.

Open a new Mission Plan

Save it as "RAANRevisit.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create four Spacecraft with the following attributes:

Spacecraft
Name

A E I RAAN W TA Tail Color

Spacecraft1 7000 km 0 45 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Red
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Spacecraft2 7000 km 0 45 deg 90 deg 0 deg 0 deg Green

Spacecraft3 7000 km 0 45 deg 180 deg 0 deg 0 deg Yellow

Spacecraft4 7000 km 0 45 deg 270 deg 0 deg 0 deg Blue

Adding a GroundStation

Add a preset Canberra GroundStation object through the Object Browser

o Add 

Adding the ViewWindows

Add a ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow1"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Canberra" as well in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Change each Spacecraft object's "History Mode" to "Unlimited" (Make sure you do this for each
Spacecraft as there is not an "Apply to all" button for this)

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Add another ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow2"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the viewpoint type from "3D View" to "2D Map"

For the reference frame, check "Body Fixed"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor in the while loop

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Change the name of the FreeForm script editor to "Step,  Update, and Report"

This script will look almost exactly like the Inclination Mission Plan's script except for two things: we need to add a
second Update command so both the 3D and 2D views are shown, and we need to report our contact times. The
script should look like this:

Step Spacecraft1;
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Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft3 to (Spacecraft3.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft4 to (Spacecraft4.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;
Update ViewWindow2;

Now, we need to add in our reporting. Remember, our goal is to compare the contact times of a single Spacecraft
versus the contact time of any Spacecraft. To start, we'll write the logic to report the times Spacecraft1 sees
Canberra. To do this, we write:

// Report if SC1 sees Canberra
If(Spacecraft1.Contact(Canberra)) then;

Report "SC1 Contact: " + Spacecraft1.EpochText;
End;

Now, let's have the script report the time when any Spacecraft sees Canberra. To do this, we write:

// Report if any SC sees Canberra
If(Spacecraft1.Contact(Canberra) or Spacecraft2.Contact(Canberra) or
Spacecraft3.Contact(Canberra) or Spacecraft4.Contact(Canberra)) then;

Report "Constellation Contact: " + Spacecraft1.EpochText;
End;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run the Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

How  many times did S pacecraft1 contact Canberra during our s imulation period?

How  many times did the entire conste llation contact  Canberra during our s imulation period?

Argument of Periapsis

The Argument of Periapsis (w) is a description of where the periapsis of the orbit is located relative to the
ascending node. Perfectly circular orbits do not have a definitive argument of periapsis, as there is no difference in
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orbit radius. However, in the real world there is no such thing as a perfectly circular orbit. Realistically, all orbits we
encounter have some degree of eccentricity to them. Therefore, all orbits we encounter also have an argument of
periapsis.

When we manipulate the argument of periapsis, we are swiveling the orbit around the axis normal to the orbita l
plane. We are essentially controlling where the periapsis occurs. 

For eccentric orbits, a spacecraft will have the most dwell time over the Earth at its apoapsis. Controlling the
argument of periapsis would control where the periapsis occurs, and therefore where the apoapsis occurs, giving
us control of where over Earth a communications satellite would have its dwell time.

Problem: 

We have 4 inclined eccentric orbits. We must figure out which is best for communications over our
Communications Station in Alaska.

Open a new Mission Plan

Save it as "ArgPeriComms.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create four Spacecraft with the following attributes:

Spacecraft
Name

A E I RAAN W TA Tail Color

Spacecraft1 26610.25
km

0.75 65 deg 135 deg 0 deg 0 deg Red

Spacecraft2 26610.25
km

0.75 65 deg 135 deg 90 deg 0 deg Green

Spacecraft3 26610.25
km

0.75 65 deg 135 deg 180 deg 0 deg Yellow

Spacecraft4 26610.25
km

0.75 65 deg 135 deg 270 deg 0 deg Blue

Adding the ViewWindows

Add a ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow1"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Change each Spacecraft object's "History Mode" to "Unlimited" (Make sure you do this for each
Spacecraft as there is not an "Apply to all" button for this)

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"
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Click "Ok" to close the editor

Add a second ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow2"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the viewpoint type from "3D View" to "2D Map"

For the reference frame, check "Body Fixed"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

From the Script Elements browser, drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the while loop

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Change the name of the FreeForm script editor to "Step and Update"

This FreeForm script editor will look exactly like the FreeForm script editor in the RAAN Mission Plan, minus the
reporting:

Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft3 to (Spacecraft3.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft4 to (Spacecraft4.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;
Update ViewWindow2;

Save and run the Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft had the best orbit for communications to our Ground S tation in A laska?

W hat orbita l parameters w ould you need for an orbit w ith the same size and shape, but w ith an apoapsis
over the North Pole?

 True Anomaly

The True Anomaly (TA) is the last Keplerian orbital element. It doesn't necessarily have anything to do with the
orientation or shape of an orbit itself. However, it does have something to do with the location of a spacecraft in its
orbit. The true anomaly is the angle the between the Spacecraft object's current position vector and orbit periapsis
vector at a given moment. When we define it in the Spacecraft object editor, we are stating where the Spacecraft
will start in its orbit.

Using this concept, we can place multiple spacecraft in the same orbit spaced apart in true anomaly to reduce
revisit time. You could even use this as a part of a communications network to increase your coverage.
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Problem: 

We have a set of equatorial satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) that have a primary mission of observing the
Amazon river basin. Demonstrate the advantages of multiple spacecraft in one orbit for this mission using
FreeFlyer.

Open a New Mission Plan

Save it as "TARevisit.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create four Spacecraft with the following attributes:

Spacecraft
Name

A E I RAAN W TA Tail Color

Spacecraft1 7000 km 0 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg Red

Spacecraft2 7000 km 0 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg 90 deg Green

Spacecraft3 7000 km 0 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg 180 deg Yellow

Spacecraft4 7000 km 0 0 deg 0 deg 0 deg 270 deg Blue

Adding the ViewWindow

Add a ViewWindow object through the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor by double-clicking "ViewWindow1"

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Change each Spacecraft object's "History Mode" to "Unlimited" (Make sure you do this for each
Spacecraft as there is not an "Apply to all" button for this)

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Click on the "Default" viewpoint

Change the viewpoint type from "3D View" to "2D Map"

For the reference frame, check "Body Fixed"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

From the Script Elements browser, drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the while loop

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Change the name of the FreeForm script editor to "Step and Update"

This FreeForm script editor will look exactly like the FreeForm script editor in the RAAN Mission Plan:
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Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft3 to (Spacecraft3.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Step Spacecraft4 to (Spacecraft4.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;

Save and run the Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

Approximate ly how  long does it take S pacecraft1 to revis it the Amazon?

W ith more S pacecraft, how  long does it take for any S pacecraft in the conste llation to revis it the Amazon?

See Also

Orbital Elements Tutorial

Previous Topic: Orbit Shapes and Sizes
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In this chapter, we will discuss various maneuvers spacecraft perform to change their orbits. We will discuss the
math behind these maneuvers and then apply these concepts using FreeFlyer.

This chapter will cover the following topics:

1. Hohmann Transfer

2. Bi-Elliptic Transfer

3. Phasing Maneuver

4. Plane Change Maneuver
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3.1 - Hohmann Transfer

Hohmann transfers are typically the most efficient transfer a spacecraft can make to change the size of an orbit.
For simple Hohmann calculations, you must assume circular starting and target orbits - and they must be coplanar!

Hohmann Transfer Diagram

In the above diagram, you see a good depiction of a Hohmann transfer. In part 1 (the green orbit), the satellite is in
a "parking orbit" which is a Low Earth Orbit that is achieved shortly after launch. In part 2 (the yellow orbit), a
maneuver is performed, increasing the velocity of the satellite until its orbit is an ellipse with an apogee at the
target orbit's semi-major axis. This part is called the transfer trajectory. Once the spacecraft reaches the apoapsis
of that trajectory, it performs an orbital insertion burn. This increases the velocity, matching the orbit to its target
circular orbit.

In this section, we will discuss:

1. Calculating Hohmann Transfers

2. Hohmann Transfer - Earth Centered

Calculating Hohmann Transfers

We'll discuss how to calculate the amount of ∆v required to perform a Hohmann transfer.

Problem: 

Our spacecraft has a SMA of 7,000 km and is in a circular orbit. We wish to put it at a 20,000 km SMA circular
orbit. Calculate the total amount of ∆v required to transfer to the new orbit using a Hohmann transfer.
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Every calculation will be based around the Vis-Viva Equation:

Vis-Viva Equation

v = Velocity

µ = Standard Gravitational Parameter of the Central Body (398600.442 km3/s2 for Earth)

r = Radius from Earth

a = Orbit Semi-Major Axis

The first step we must take is finding the velocity of the parking orbit. If we use the variables r = 7000 km, a =
7000 km, and the standard gravitational parameter of Earth, we can find v.

vpark = 7.546 km/s

Next, we must find the orbital characteristics of the transfer orbit. First, we must find the semi-major axis of the
transfer orbit. To do this, we can take the average of the semi-major axes of the target orbit and the parking orbit.

a = (aTarget + aParking)/2 =(20,000 + 7,000)/2 = 13,500 km

Now, we can find the velocity at periapsis of this transfer orbit. In this case r = 7000 km, and a = 13,500 km. We
plug these into the Vis-Viva equation to get:

vtransfer_peri = 9.185 km/s

Then, we can calculate the ∆v of the first maneuver:

∆v1 = vtransfer_peri - vpark = 9.185 km/s - 7.546 km/s = 1.639 km/s

This first burn will put our Spacecraft into its transfer orbit. Next, we need to calculate the speed at the transfer
orbit's apoapsis. For this calculation, r = 20,000 km, and a = 13,500 km. We plug these into the Vis-Viva equation
to get:

vtransfer_apo = 3.215 km/s

Now, we must calculate the velocity of the target orbit. For the variables, r = 20,000 km, and a = 20,000 km. We
plug these into the Vis-Viva equation to get:

vtarget = 4.464 km/s

Now, we can calculate the ∆v for the insertion burn, and finally the total ∆v:

∆v2 = vtarget - vtransfer_apo = 4.464 km/s - 3.215 km/s = 1.249 km/s

Σ∆v = ∆v1 + ∆v2 = 2.888 km/s
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We can also create a Mission Plan to calculate this for us.

Hohmann Transfer - Earth Centered

In this section, we will write a Mission Plan that will not only visualize a Hohmann transfer, but calculate it for us as
well.

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "HohmannEarthCentered.MissionPlan"

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor in the Mission Sequence

Double Click on the FreeForm script editor

Rename it "User Input"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will have a space that the user can define the parking orbit SMA and the target
orbit SMA. To do this, we will write:

// User input for Hohmann Calculation
Variable parkingSMA = 7000;
Variable targetSMA = 20000;

Now, we will move on to calculating the Hohmann transfer.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a second FreeForm script editor after the "User Input" FreeForm

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Rename it "Hohmann Calculations"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will calculate everything needed for the Hohmann transfer using the same steps
as the steps taken in Calculating Hohmann Transfers. First, we will calculate the parking orbit velocity, then the
transfer semi-major axis, the velocity of the transfer, and the ∆v required for that maneuver. To do this, we will
write:

// Parking Speed Orbit
Variable vPark = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/parkingSMA) - (1/parkingSMA) ));

// Semi-Major Axis of the transfer trajectory
Variable transfSMA = (targetSMA + parkingSMA)/2;

// Velocity at periapsis of the transfer trajectory
Variable vTransfPeri = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/parkingSMA) - (1/transfSMA) ));

// Delta V of the first maneuver
Variable dV1 = vTransfPeri - vPark;

Next, we need to calculate the the transfer trajectory velocity at apoapsis, the target orbit velocity, the magnitude
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of the second ∆v, and the total ∆v. To do this, we write:

// Velocity at apoapsis of the transfer trajectory
Variable vTransfApog = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/targetSMA) - (1/transfSMA) ));

// Velocity of the target orbit
Variable vTarget = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/targetSMA) - (1/targetSMA) ));

// Delta V of the second Maneuver
Variable dV2 = vTarget - vTransfApog;

// Total Delta V required
Variable totalDV = dV1 + dV2;

All the calculations for the Hohmann transfer have been performed at this point. Now, we need to move onto
visualizing the Hohmann transfer.

Adding a Spacecraft

Create a Spacecraft object through the Object Browser

Give the Spacecraft the following Keplerian elements:

o A: 7000 km

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

So that we can ensure the Spacecraft SMA is the same as the one the user defined, double-click the "Hohmann
Calculations" FreeForm script editor and add the following statement to the bottom:

// Assigns the Parking SMA to the spacecraft
Spacecraft1.A = parkingSMA;

Adding the ViewWindow

Right-click the Object Browser and add a ViewWindow object

In the ViewWindow editor, make sure that Spacecraft1 is checked under "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" as well

For the history mode, change it to "Unlimited" (this will help us visualize it better)

Go to "Viewpoints"

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Go to "Properties"

On the "Update Mode", change it to "Update Automatically Every Step"
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Properties in ViewWindow Editor

Press "Ok" to close the ViewWindow editor

Adding ImpulsiveBurns

Right-click on the Object Browser to create an ImpulsiveBurn

o Add 

Double-click on "ImpulsiveBurn1"

Change the attitude system to "VNB". This configures the ImpulsiveBurn such that the primary burn
direction is in the Velocity direction.

Right-click "ImpulsiveBurn1" and Clone it

Rename the cloned object to "ImpulsiveBurn2"

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a While loop at the end of the Mission Sequence

Change the While loop argument to "Spacecraft1.ElapsedHours < 2"

Put a Step command inside of the While loop

After the While loop, add a FreeForm script editor

Open the FreeForm script editor and rename it to "Perform Maneuver 1"

In this FreeForm, we will change the color of the Spacecraft tail, perform the first maneuver, then step to the
Spacecraft object's apoapsis. To do this, we write:

// Changes color of SC tail
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;

// Assigns the calculated delta v value to the Impulsive Burn
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dV1;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Steps the Spacecraft to apoapsis
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitApoapsis);

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence after "Perform Maneuver 1".
Name this "Perform Maneuver 2".

In this FreeForm, we will change the color of the Spacecraft again and perform the second maneuver. Then, we'd
like to report the magnitude of each maneuver, and the total ∆v of the transfer. To do this, we write:
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// Changes the color of SC tail again
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Lime;

// Sets the calculated delta v to the Impulsive Burn
ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[0] = dV2;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn2;

// Reports the delta v values
Report dV1, dV2, totalDV;

We are done writing script for this mission. Now let's add in another final While loop to visualize the rest of the
mission.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a While loop at the end of the sequence

Inside the while loop, drag and drop a Step command

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try to answer these questions:

W ere the delta-v ca lculations close to the ones w e ca lculated by hand?

Change the parking orbit to a S MA of 9000 km . Run the simulation again. Does the amount of required ∆v
increase or decrease w ith larger parking orbits?

See Also
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3.2 - Bi-Elliptic Transfer

In the previous section covering Hohmann transfers, we stated that Hohmann transfers are typica lly the most
efficient orbit transfers. However, this raises the question: When is it not?

The diagram below depicts a bi-elliptic transfer. In the bi-elliptic transfer, the first transfer is a highly eccentric orbit
with an apoapsis higher than the target orbit radius. Once the spacecraft has reached apoapsis, it performs a burn
raising its periapsis to the height of its target orbit. Finally, once it reaches periapsis, it performs an orbital insertion
burn to put it into a circular orbit.

Bi-Elliptic Transfer

If you look at the graph below, you can see the relative efficiencies of a Hohmann transfer versus a bi-elliptic
transfer. The graph below graphs the amount of ∆v required to get to a target orbit using a bi-elliptic transfer. The
x-axis shows the ratio of the target orbit to the parking orbit. The y-axis is an arbitrary value of ∆v to show the
relative efficiencies of the bi-elliptical transfer. The different lines indicate the ∆v required if the intermediate orbit
is x times bigger than the target orbit. If you'll notice, the black line is 1x, which is the same thing as a Hohmann
transfer.

Another thing to note: At an orbit ratio of approximately 11.94, the Hohmann transfer represented by the black line,
loses its spot as the most efficient transfer. However, not all the lines are below the black line at this point. This
means that when the target orbit to parking orbit ratio is above 11.94, it may be more efficient to perform a bi-
elliptic transfer. However, once it reaches a ratio of approximately 15.58, all bi-elliptic transfers are more efficient.
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Bi-Elliptic Transfer ∆v Requirements

The table below illustrates the most efficient transfer based on the orbit ratio:

Orbit Ratio Most Efficient

Orbit Ratio < 11.94 Hohmann

11.94 < Orbit Ratio < 15.58 Depends on size of Bi-Elliptic Transfer

Orbit Ratio > 15.58 Bi-Elliptic

Modeling the Bi-Elliptic Transfer

Problem: 

A  Spacecraft  object's  parking  orbit  is  at  a  radius  of  7,000  km.  The  target  orbit  has  a  semi-major  axis  of
105,000 km. Model a bi-elliptic transfer with an intermediate transfer orbit that is 2x the semi-major axis of the
target orbit.
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Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "BiEllipticTransfer.MissionPlan"

Adding a Spacecraft

Create a Spacecraft with the following Keplerian elements

o A: 7000 km

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

In the Spacecraft object's force model, uncheck the "Moon" and "Sun" boxes. (This is to make sure no
unwanted perturbations occur)

Adding ImpulsiveBurns

Create an ImpulsiveBurn object through the Object Browser

Double-click on "ImpulsiveBurn1"

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Press "Ok" to close the editor

Right-click "ImpulsiveBurn1" and clone it twice

Rename the two clones "ImpulsiveBurn2" and "ImpulsiveBurn3"

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double-click "ViewWindow1"

Check "Spacecraft1" in the "Available Objects" list

Check the "Show Name" box for Spacecraft1

Change the history mode to "Unlimited" (This will allow for better visualization)

Go to the "Viewpoints" section on the left-hand side

On the default view, change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the declination value to 90 deg

Change the radius value to 700,000 km

Go to the "Properties" section on the left-hand side

Change the update mode to "Update Automatically Every Step"

Press "Ok" to close the ViewWindow editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor onto the Mission Sequence

Double-click the FreeForm script editor

Rename the script to "User Input"

In this section, we want the user to define the parking orbit, the target orbit, and the magnitude of the bi-elliptic
transfer. Also, we need to make sure that the parking orbit the user has defined actually gets assigned to the
Spacecraft. To do this, we write: 
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// User Input for the Bi-Elliptic Transfer
Variable parkingSMA = 7000;
Variable targetSMA = 105000;

// Magnitude of how much larger the Bi-Elliptic transfer should be in
comparison to the target orbit
Variable transferMagnitude = 2;

// Assigns the Parking SMA to the spacecraft
Spacecraft1.A = parkingSMA;

Now, we need a FreeForm script editor to calculate all the maneuvers needed for the bi-elliptic transfer.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop another FreeForm script editor after the "UserInput" FreeForm
script editor

Double-click the FreeFrom script

Rename the FreeForm script editor to "Calculate Bi-Elliptic Transfer"

In this FreeForm, there are several calculations we need to do to solve the bi-elliptic transfer problem. Ultimately,
this FreeForm script editor will calculate the ∆v required for each of the maneuvers, then assign those values to
each ImpulsiveBurn object. However, we will take this FreeForm step by step so it doesn't get too complicated.
First, let's try and solve the ∆v of the first maneuver. To do this, we will be using the Vis-Viva equation, just like we
did in the Hohmann transfer section. We will need to calculate the SMA of the first transfer orbit, the speed at
periapsis of that orbit, the speed of the parking orbit, and the difference between the two. To do this, we write:

// Calculations for Maneuver 1

// SMA of the first transfer orbit
Variable transfSMA1 = (targetSMA * transferMagnitude + parkingSMA)/2;

// Speed at periapsis for the first transfer orbit
Variable transfPeri1 = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/parkingSMA) - (1/transfSMA1) ) );

// Delta V for the first maneuver
Variable dV1 = transfPeri1 - Spacecraft1.VMag;

Next, we need to calculate the second maneuver. There are a few more things we need to calculate this time. We
have the SMA of the first transfer orbit, but we still need the radius of the apoapsis of that first orbit. To calculate
this, we write:

// Calculations for Maneuver 2

// Radius of Apoapsis of the first transfer orbit Apoapsis
Variable radiusApog1 = transfSMA1 * 2 - parkingSMA;

We have the radius of apoapsis of the first transfer orbit. Still, we need the SMA of the second transfer orbit. To
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calculate this, let's look at the diagram below:

Bi-Elliptic SMA Diagram

Based on this diagram, we can derive a very simple equation to solve for second transfer orbit SMA:

Now, we can write a statement calculating exactly this:

// SMA of the second transfer Orbit
Variable transfSMA2 = (2 * transfSMA1 + (targetSMA - parkingSMA))/2;

Next, we need to calculate the velocity of the Spacecraft at the apoapsis of the first transfer orbit, the velocity it
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needs to match the second transfer orbit, and the ∆v. To calculate this, we write:

// Speed at apoapsis for the first transfer orbit
Variable transfApog1 = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/radiusApog1) - (1/
transfSMA1) ) );

// Speed at apoapsis for the second transfer orbit
Variable transfApog2 = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/radiusApog1) - (1/
transfSMA2) ) );

// Delta V for the second maneuver
Variable dV2 = transfApog2 - transfApog1;

Now that we have calculated the first two maneuvers, we need to calculate the third and final maneuver - the
orbital insertion burn. To do this, we need to calculate the velocity of the Spacecraft at the periapsis of the second
transfer orbit, the velocity it needs to be to match the target orbit, and the ∆v. To calculate this, we write:

// Calculations for Maneuver 3

// Speed at periapsis for the second transfer orbit
Variable transfPeri2 = sqrt(Earth.Mu * ( (2/targetSMA) - (1/transfSMA2) ) );

// Speed for the target circular orbit
Variable vTargetorbit = sqrt( Earth.Mu * ( (2/targetSMA) - (1/targetSMA) ) );

// Delta V for the third Maneuver
Variable dV3 = vTargetorbit - transfPeri2;

At this point, we have calculated the values for all three maneuvers and we can assign these values to the
ImpulsiveBurn objects. To do this, we write:

// Assigns Delta V values to each Maneuver
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dV1;
ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[0] = dV2;
ImpulsiveBurn3.BurnDirection[0] = dV3;

Now, let's move onto the rest of the Mission Sequence.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a while loop after both FreeForm script editors

Change the Argument inside the while loop to "(Spacecraft1.ElapsedHours < 4)"

Inside the while loop, drag and drop a "Step" command

Outside after the while loop, drag and drop three FreeForm script editors after the while loop

Rename them "Perform Maneuver 1", "Perform Maneuver 2", and "Perform Maneuver 3"

Now, we will go into each of these scripts and have the Spacecraft perform the maneuvers.

To start, let's go into the "Perform Maneuver 1" Script. In this script, we will change the Spacecraft tail color,
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Maneuver the Spacecraft, then step the Spacecraft to its orbit apoapsis. To do this, we write:

// Changes the tail color for the first transfer orbit
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Steps the spacecraft until its orbit Apoapsis
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitApoapsis);

Now let's go into the second maneuver. Open the "Perform Maneuver 2" Script. In this script, we will do the same
as before, but we will perform "ImpulsiveBurn2" instead and step the Spacecraft to its periapsis. To do this, we
write:

// Changes the tail color for the second transfer orbit
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Lime;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn2;

// Steps the spacecraft to its periapsis
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis);

Lastly, let's go into the "Perform Maneuver 3" FreeForm script editor. In this script, we will change the tail color,
perform the maneuver, and then report the values of each maneuver, as well as the total required ∆v. To do this,
we write:

// Changes the tail color for the target orbit
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Cyan;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn3;

// Calculates the total Delta V used for the Bi-Elliptical transfer
Variable totalDV = dV1 + dV2 + abs(dV3);

// Reports each Maneuver value and the total amount of Delta V used
Report dV1, dV2, dV3, totalDV;

Note that when we calculated "totalDV", we had to use the absolute value of "dV3". This is because for our third
maneuver, we need to turn the Spacecraft around and burn in the opposite direction of our velocity vector. Because
of this, the value is negative and needs to be positive when calculating the total ∆v.

Let's head back to the Mission Sequence to finish the Mission Plan.

Below the "Perform Maneuver 3" FreeForm script editor, add a while loop

For the while loop argument, change it so it says "(Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 5)"

Inside the while loop, add a "Step" command
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Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and Run your Mission Plan to see your results. After running this Mission Plan, answer the following
questions:

How  did FreeF lyer's ca lculations compare to your ow n ca lculations by hand?

How  much ∆v did each maneuver cost? How  much tota l ∆v was used?

Open the Hohmann transfer M ission Plan you just built. Run the m ission w ith the same parking and target
S MAs as this problem . How  does the tota l ∆v compare to the bi-e lliptic's tota l  ∆v?

Go back to the Bi-Elliptic T ransfer M ission Plan. In the user input, change the "transferMagnitude" to 5. Did
the tota l amount of ∆v increase or decrease?

See Also

Maneuvering Tutorial

Next Topic: Phasing Maneuver

Previous Topic: Hohmann Transfer
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3.3 - Phasing Maneuver

In this section, we will discuss phasing maneuvers. 

Phasing maneuvers are maneuvers that change the size of the original orbit in order to meet the original orbit at a
different point in time. If the spacecraft needs to rendezvous with another spacecraft behind it, it would speed up to
increase its period just enough to intercept the other spacecraft. If it needed to catch up to a spacecraft in front of
it, the spacecraft would slow down to decrease its period. The maneuver has two burns. The first burn occurs in its
original orbit. This shrinks or expands the orbit from its original state. Once the spacecraft completes the orbit and
returns to its original burn point, it then performs its second maneuver, matching it's original orbit. See the diagram
below to see how this works:

Phasing Maneuver Diagram

What can this be used for? In the above diagram, a shuttle uses a phasing maneuver to rendezvous with a satellite
that is Φ degrees behind it. Typically when attempting a rendezvous with another spacecraft, phasing maneuvers
are used to either slow down or catch up to the target. Also, communications and weather satellites in a
geosynchronous orbit that need to move to a different observation area will use a phasing maneuver to move to a
different area.

Also, one important thing to note is that sometimes when a spacecraft wants to save fuel, it might make a phasing
orbit closer to its original orbit and orbit it multiple times before perfoming its orbital insertion burn. Once it meets
up with its target, it will perform its orbital insertion burn.

The rest of this section will cover the following:

1. Calculating Phasing Maneuvers
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2. Modeling a Phasing Maneuver

Calculating Phasing Maneuvers

Calculating a phasing maneuver is relatively simple. Think of it as a Hohmann transfer to and from its own orbit.
But how do we calculate it by hand?

Problem: 

Say we have a geosynchronous satellite with a SMA of  42,164  km,  and  a  true  anomaly  of  25  degrees.  It  is
currently  sitting  above  the  285  degree  longitude  line  (75°  W)  observing  the  DC  Metro  area.  However,  this
satellite is being re-purposed and needs to be put over the 140 degree longitude line over Japan. How much ∆v
is required to make a phasing maneuver to move this satellite to its new location? How long will it take to move
it there?

Let's take this step by step.

1. Determine how far ahead/behind the target is in time

First, let's see how far behind Japan is in degrees:

θ = 285 - 140 = 145°

Since the Earth has a rotational period of 24 hours, we can calculate the time behind Japan is:

Time behind = (145°/360°) * 24 hr = 34,800 seconds

 

2. Determine the period needed for the new orbit

Now that we have the time behind, we need to find the period of the new orbit. Since Japan is behind
our current position in orbit, we need to slow down to it. This means that we will be expanding our orbit,
increasing our SMA, and therefore increasing our period. This means that the new orbit needs to be the
"Time Behind" + Our current period.

New Period = Time behind + GEO Period = 34,800s + 86,164s = 120,964 seconds

3. Calculate the SMA of the new orbit

We need to use the following formula to calculate the new SMA:

Semi-Major Axis as a Function of Orbital Period

With this, we calculate:
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a = 52,836.718 km

4. Calculate the ∆v needed

The final step of this process is to calculate the current velocity of our spacecraft and the velocity needed
to create the correct phasing orbit. To do this, we will use the Vis-Viva Equation.

Current Speed: (rC irc = 42,164 km, aC irc = 42,164 km)

v1 = 3.075 km/s

Phasing Speed: (rPeri = 42,164 km, aPhasing = 52,864.416 km)

v2 = 3.371  km/s

∆v:

∆v = 0.296 km/s

Keep in mind, this ∆v value is only for one burn. However, the second burn will be identical to the first in
magnitude, but in the opposite direction. If we double this value, we will have the total ∆v required for
this mission.

Modeling a Phasing Maneuver

Let's use FreeFlyer to test our result.

Open a new Mission Plan and save it as "GEOPhasing.MissionPlan"

Adding a Spacecraft

Create a Spacecraft with the following Keplerian elements

o A: 42,164 km

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 25 deg

In the Spacecraft object's force model, uncheck the "Moon" and "Sun" boxes (this is to make sure no
unwanted perturbations occur)

Adding a Spacecraft Sensor

Click "Sensors" on the left-hand side of the Spacecraft editor
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Sensors Section in the Spacecraft Editor

Click "Create" to create a Sensor

Click "Edit Sensor" to open the Sensor editor

Create and Edit a Sensor

Change the "Cone Half Angle" to 10 degrees

Sensor Cone Half Angle

Click "Ok" to close the Sensor editor

Click "Ok" to close the Spacecraft editor

Adding an ImpulsiveBurn

Create an ImpulsiveBurn object in the Object Browser

Open the ImpulsiveBurn editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Enter the ∆v value you calculated in the "Velocity" box of the "Delta-V Directions and Magnitudes" section
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Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding ViewWindows for Output

Create a ViewWindow object in the Object Browser

Open the ViewWindow editor

Check "Spacecraft1" in the "Available Objects" section

Check "Show Name"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the declination to 90 deg

Change the radius to 155,000 km

Go into "Properties" on the left-hand side

Change the update mode to "Update Automatically Every Step"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Clone "ViewWindow1"

Double-click "ViewWindow1_Copy1"

Rename it to "ViewWindow2"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the type to "2D Map"

Change the reference frame to "Body Fixed"

Press "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "Step" command inside that While loop

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor outside of the end of the loop

Rename the script to "Perform Maneuver 1"

In this FreeForm, we will be changing the color of Spacecraft1, performing the maneuver, then propagating for one
full orbit. However, we can't just use "Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis)" since we are already at
periapsis. To get around this, we will step the Spacecraft once, and then step to periapsis. To do this we write:

// Changes the spacecraft color for the maneuver
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Lime;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Steps the spacecraft, then step it to its periapsis
Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis);

Now our Spacecraft will perform the phasing maneuver, and orbit the Earth once.
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In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the end of the Mission
Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Perform Maneuver 2"

In this script, we will be changing the Spacecraft color and then perform the maneuver. This maneuver is exactly
the same in the first maneuver, but in the reverse direction. To adjust this, we can multiply that component by -1.
To do this, we write:

// Changes the spacecraft color back to its original color
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Red;

// Reverses the direction of ImpulsiveBurn1
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] *= -1;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

Next, we need to step the Spacecraft for a day to make sure that we are over our target.

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop into the Mission Sequence after "FreeForm: Perform Maneuver 2"

Drag and drop a "Step" command inside that loop

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try to answer these questions:

Did you end up over your target? Check your sensor view  and the line of longitude your S pacecraft is over.

Calculate the ∆v va lues for orbiting a phasing orbit tw ice. T ry putting in those va lues for the burn. Make sure
you adjust the code so the S pacecraft w ill orbit tw ice. W as it successful? How  much less tota l ∆v w as used?

See Also
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Maneuvering Tutorial

Next Topic: Plane Change Maneuever

Previous Topic: Bi-Elliptic Maneuver
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3.4 - Plane Change Maneuver

Plane change maneuvers are known as one of the more costly maneuvers for spacecraft to perform. However, the
math for them is relatively simple. In fact, you only need to have a basic understanding of trigonometry and vector
math to calculate the ∆v needed in a plane change.

Say we wanted to make an inclination change. If we burned normal to the orbital plane, we would be adding ∆v in
the y direction of the VNB attitude system. However, this would make our resultant vector larger than what we
started with, thus changing the shape of the orbit. See the diagrams below:

VNB Attitude System

Burn in the Normal Direction
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Our resultant velocity is the hypotenuse in this triangle. Because of that, it will definitely be larger than our original
velocity. With this, we are not only changing the inclination of the orbit, but we are changing the eccentricity. How
can we burn in such a way that the resultant velocity vector has the same magnitude as our original velocity and
not change the eccentricity of the orbit? The trick is to tilt the ∆v vector backwards. Doing this, we will get an
isosceles triangle like the diagram below:

Inclination Change Burn

With this, we can break down the ∆v vector into two components: the normal component, and the negative velocity
component. Using trigonometry, we can calculate these values quite easily. The formulas for the the ∆v are as
follows:

Now that we have worked out the math, let's try writing a Mission Plan that calculates and performs a plane
change.
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Modeling Plane Change Maneuvers

Problem: 

We have a spacecraft in a circular, equatorial orbit with a SMA of 7200 km. How much ∆v would we need to
change the inclination to 30º without changing the shape of the orbit?

We can build our own calculator for this in FreeFlyer. But first, let's add in the necessary objects in the Object
Browser.

Open a new Mission Plan and save it as "CircularPlaneChange.MissionPlan"

Adding a Spacecraft

Create a new Spacecraft with the following orbital elements:

o A: 7200 km

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

Create a new ImpulsiveBurn object

Open the ImpulsiveBurn editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding the ViewWindow

Create a new ViewWindow object

Open the ViewWindow editor

Check "Spacecraft1" in the "Available Objects" section

Check "Show Name"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Go into "Properties" on the left-hand side

Change the update mode to "Update Automatically Every Step"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence

Name this "Calculate Plane Change"
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In this script, we will assign an inclination angle, calculate the ∆v required, and assign it to the ImpulsiveBurn object
To do this, we write:

// Inclination to change to in degrees
Variable theta = 30;
theta = rad(theta);

// Calculate the plane change
Variable norm = Spacecraft1.VMag * sin(theta);
Variable negVel = Spacecraft1.VMag * ( 1 - cos(theta));

// Assigns the values to the burn
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection = { -negVel, norm, 0};

Remember, we are using the VNB attitude system. This is why we need to put a negative sign in front of the
"negVel" variable, as VNB's x-component is the positive direction of the velocity vector.

Now, let's propagate the Spacecraft for a day so we can visualize its original orbit.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "While...End" loop

Inside that loop, drag and drop a "Step" command

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor below the While loop

Rename this to "Perform Plane Change"

In this FreeForm, we need to change the Spacecraft object's color, maneuver the Spacecraft, and report the total
∆v used for the plane change. To do this, we write:

// Change the spacecraft tail color
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Lime;

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Reports the total Delta V used for the plane change
Report ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection.Norm();

Now, we need to propagate the Spacecraft for one day to visualize the new orbit.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop another "While...End" loop

Inside the loop, drag and drop a "Step" command

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:
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Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try to answer these questions:

T ry solving this problem  by hand. How  do your ca lculations compare to FreeF lyer's ca lculations?

Change S pacecraft1's S MA to 30,000 km  and run the M ission Plan again. How  does the amount of ∆v needed
change for s low er S pacecraft?

If you w ere to use a bi-e lliptic transfer and w anted to perform  a plane change as w ell, w here in the transfer
w ould be the most efficient position to perform  a plane change?

See Also

Maneuvering Tutorial

Previous Topic: Phasing Maneuver
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In this chapter, we will discuss various aspects of interplanetary travel. We will take a look a the math behind these
concepts and attempt to apply them in FreeFlyer in order to visualize them better.

This chapter will cover the following topics:

1. Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

2. Patched Conics Transfer

3. Gravity Assist

4. The B-Plane
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4.1 - Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

Hohmann transfers are not just for Earth orbiting spacecraft - they can also be used for interplanetary transfers.
Calculating an interplanetary Hohmann transfer is very similar to calculating a Hohmann transfer for an Earth
orbiting spacecraft. The only difference we have is that we have one more thing to calculate: The necessary phase
angle for the two planets.

In this section, we will cover:

1. Calculating an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

2. Modeling an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

Calculating an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

Calculating the ∆v required for an interplanetary Hohmann transfer is exactly like how we did it in the Hohmann
Transfer tutorial. Our "parking" orbit SMA is actually our departure planet's SMA about the Sun. Our "target" orbit
SMA is the arrival planet's SMA about the Sun.

However, like the Hohmann Transfer tutorial, we must assume that the two planets are both circular and co-planar.
Since this definitely isn't the case with any of our solar system's planets in the real world, these calculations only
present a conceptual idea of the amount of ∆v required for an interplanetary transfer.

One more thing we need to do in addition to the ∆v calculations is calculating the necessary phase angle between
the planets. The planets need to be at a certain position relative to each other so that when the interplanetary
spacecraft reaches the other side of the Hohmann transfer, the arrival planet is there as well. The phase angle 'Φ'
is shown here:

Phase Angle Diagram
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You can calculate the phase angle using the following formula:

For this formula, you need the period of the Hohmann transfer, and the angular velocity of the target planet. What
we are essentially doing is finding how many degrees the target planet will travel during the time of the Hohmann
transfer, which is half of the Hohmann transfer period. To calculate the period of the Hohmann transfer and the
angular velocity of the target orbit, we need the following formulas:

It is important to note that the formula for the angular velocity is only true when dealing with a circular orbit.
Because our interplanetary Hohmann transfer assumes a perfectly circular orbit for both planets, we can use this
formula.

Modeling an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

When calculating Hohmann transfers, we must first assume that both orbits are circular. In the real world, the
orbits of Earth and Mars are not circular. So to model an interplanetary Hohmann transfer, we will be using
Spacecraft in heliocentric circular orbits with the same SMA as the planets they are representing. Because basic
interplanetary Hohmann transfers only rely on the gravity of the central body, we do not need to model the
departure and arrival planets' gravities in our problem.

Problem: 
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Assume that Earth and Mars are in circular orbits  around  the  Sun  at  1  AU and  1.524  AU,  respectively.  How
much ∆v is required to perform a Hohmann transfer to Mars? How many days would this transfer take?

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "InterplanetaryHohmann.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create a Spacecraft with the following elements:

o Central Body: "Sun"

o Reference Frame: "Mean of J2000 Earth Ecliptic"

o A: 149,597,871 km (This is 1 AU)

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

NOTE: Remember that you need to change the Element Type to "Keplerian" to access these elements

Rename the Spacecraft to "InterplanetarySC"

Click on the "Force Model" on the left-hand side

Uncheck the "Earth" and "Moon" boxes

Click on "Propagator" on the left-hand side

Change the step size to 1 day

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Clone "InterplanetarySC"

Rename the clone to "MarsSC" (this Spacecraft will represent Mars)

Change A to 227,987,155 km (This is 1.524 AU)

Click on "Visualization" on the left-hand side

Change the tail color to green

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding in the ViewWindow

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double click on "ViewWindow1" to open the editor

Check each Spacecraft in the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

Change each history mode to "Unlimited"

Since we won't be needing to show the real Earth and the real Mars, let's hide them from the ViewWindow.

Click on the "Solar System" section on the left-hand side

Click on "Earth"

Click on "Override Default Properties"

Uncheck "Show Body" and "Show Name"
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Click on "Mars"

Click on "Override Default Properties"

Uncheck "Show Body" and "Show Name"

Solar System Properties in the ViewWindow Editor

Now we can continue with the rest of the settings for the ViewWindow.

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the source, target, and tail reference to "Sun"

Change the radius to 500,000,000 km

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding an ImpulsiveBurn

Create an ImpulsiveBurn object through the Object Browser

Double-click on "ImpulsiveBurn1" to open the editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

To start, we'll propagate the entire solar system for a while so we can see each planet's orbit better.

Drag and drop a while loop into the Mission Sequence

Change the while loop argument to "(InterplanetarySC.ElapsedDays < 500)"

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside that while loop

Open the script editor and rename it to "Step and Update"
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In this script, we will step both Spacecraft with an epoch sync, and update the ViewWindow. To do this, we write:

// Steps both spacecraft with an epoch sync
Step InterplanetarySC;
Step MarsSC to (MarsSC.Epoch == InterplanetarySC.Epoch);

// Updates the ViewWindow
Update ViewWindow1;

Let's go back to the Mission Sequence.

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor after the while loop

Open the script editor and rename it to "Calculate Hohmann Delta V"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will calculate the necessary ∆v needed and assign it to the ImpulsiveBurn object
we created. To do this, we write:

// SMAs of the departure and arrival planets
Variable startingOrbit = InterplanetarySC.A;
Variable arrivalOrbit = MarsSC.A;

// SMA of the Hohmann transfer
Variable transfSMA = (startingOrbit + arrivalOrbit)/2;

// Velocity of the Hohmann transfer at Periapsis
Variable vTransfPeri = sqrt(Sun.Mu * ((2/startingOrbit) - (1/transfSMA)));

// Delta V for the Hohmann transfer
Variable dV1 = vTransfPeri - InterplanetarySC.VMag;
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dV1;

Next, we need to calculate the phase angle. Let's add another FreeForm script editor to the Mission Sequence.

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor after the "Calculate Hohmann Delta V" FreeForm

Open the script editor and rename it to "Calculate Phase Angle"

In this script, we need to calculate the necessary phase angle for the Hohmann transfer. To do this, we can use the
formulas given in the Calculating an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer section. We will need to write:

Variable Pi = acos(-1);

// Period of the Hohmann transfer
Variable THoh = 2 * Pi * sqrt(transfSMA^3/Sun.Mu);

// Angular Velocity of the Target Planet
Variable angVelTarget = (360/(2 * Pi)) * sqrt(Sun.Mu/(arrivalOrbit^3));
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// Phase Angle
Variable phaseAngle = 180 - (1/2) * (THoh * angVelTarget);

Now that we've calculated the phase angle, we should try and calculate another very helpful thing: the next epoch
at which this phase angle occurs. To do this, we will need to calculate two things: the current phase angle, and the
phase angular velocity (the rate at which the phase angle changes).

The current phase angle is pretty easy to calculate. If we take the position vectors of each Spacecraft and use the
"VertexAngle" method, we can calculate the angle between the two.

// Current Phase Angle
Variable currentPhaseAngle =
InterplanetarySC.Position.VertexAngle(MarsSC.Position);

However, this method will not return a value greater than 180 degrees. If Earth is ahead of Mars, we need to add
180 degrees to the phase Angle. To do this, we can take the z component of the cross product of
InterplanetarySC.Position and MarsSC.Position, and check to see if it's negative. If it is, that means we need to add
180 degrees. To do this, we write:

// If Earth is in front of Mars, add 180 degrees to the current phase angle
If(InterplanetarySC.Position.CrossProduct(MarsSC.Position)[2] < 0) then;

currentPhaseAngle += 180;
End;

Now, we need to calculate the phase angular velocity. In this scenario, this will simply be the difference between
Earth's angular velocity and Mars's angular velocity. To calculate this, we write:

// Starting Planet Angular Velocity
Variable angVelStarting = (360/(2 * Pi)) * sqrt(Sun.Mu/(startingOrbit^3));

// Phase Angular Velocity
Variable angVelPhase = angVelStarting - angVelTarget;

Now that we have the phase angular velocity, we can calculate how long it will take until we've reached our
departure position. To calculate this, we take the difference of our current phase angle, and our departure phase
angle. If we divide this difference by the phase angular velocity, we will have the amount of time (in seconds) until
we've reached our departure position. Then, we can add that to our current epoch to calculate the departure
epoch. To do this, we write:

// Time until Departure
Variable timeTilDep = (currentPhaseAngle - phaseAngle)/angVelPhase;

// Departure Epoch
Variable departureEpoch = InterplanetarySC.Epoch + (timeTilDep/86400);
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We have done all the necessary calculations for our first maneuver. Now, we need to step to the departure date,
maneuver, then step to the arrival date. Let's go back to the Mission Sequence.

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor after the "Calculate Phase Angle" FreeForm

Open the script editor and rename it to "Step to Departure, Maneuver, Step to Arrival"

In this script, we will step to the departure epoch, maneuver the Spacecraft, change the Spacecraft tail color for a
better visualization, calculate the arrival epoch, and step to the arrival epoch. To do this, we write:

// Steps to the departure time
While(InterplanetarySC.Epoch < departureEpoch);

Step InterplanetarySC;

Step MarsSC;

Update ViewWindow1;
End;

// Maneuvers the spacecraft for the Hohmann transfer
Maneuver InterplanetarySC using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Changes the tail color of the spacecraft
InterplanetarySC.Color = ColorTools.Cyan;

// Arrival Epoch
Variable arrivalEpoch = InterplanetarySC.Epoch + (1/2)*(THoh)/86400;

// Step to Arrival
While(InterplanetarySC.Epoch < arrivalEpoch);

Step InterplanetarySC;

Step MarsSC;

Update ViewWindow1;
End;

The last thing we need to do for this transfer is to match our speed with our target. Let's go back to the Mission
Sequence.

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor after the "Step to Departure, Maneuver, Step to Arrival"
FreeForm

Open the script editor and rename it to "Orbit Matching Maneuver"

In this script, we will need to calculate speed of Mars's orbit, calculate the ∆v required to match the orbit,
maneuver the spacecraft, then propagate for 300 days to visualize this change. To do this, we write:

// Velocity of Mars orbit
Variable vMarsOrbit = sqrt(Sun.Mu * ((2/arrivalOrbit) - (1/arrivalOrbit)));

// Delta V required for maneuver
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Variable dV2 = vMarsOrbit - InterplanetarySC.VMag;

ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dV2;

Maneuver InterplanetarySC using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Propagates SC for 300 days
While(InterplanetarySC.ElapsedDays < 300);

Step InterplanetarySC;

Step MarsSC to (MarsSC.Epoch == InterplanetarySC.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;
End;

One more thing we need to add to the script - the thing we've been looking for all along! We need to report the ∆v,
and the time of flight in days. For the time of flight, we can simply take the difference of the arrival epoch and the
departure epoch as these are measured in days. To report these values, we write:

Report (dV1 + abs(dV2)), (arrivalEpoch - departureEpoch);

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

How  much ∆v w as required for the transfer?

How  many days did the transfer take?

T ry reporting the fina l distance betw een the tw o S pacecraft. To do this, you can add
"InterplanetaryS C.Radia lS eparation(MarsS C)" to the fina l Report statement inside "FreeForm : Orbit Matching
Maneuver" . About how  far apart w ere the S pacecraft?
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See Also

Interplanetary Topics

Next Topic: Patched Conics Transfer
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4.2 - Patched Conics Transfer

When we solved the interplanetary Hohmann problem, we found the ∆v needed for a spacecraft in an Earth orbit to
rendezvous and match a Mars orbit. However, this model is incredibly simplified. In real life, a spacecraft would
have to start in a parking orbit around Earth, perform a maneuver, and escape Earth's sphere of influence first.
Furthermore, a mission designer would also need to consider the effects of Mars's gravity during the final portion of
the problem.

Let's take the problem of finding the necessary ∆v to get a spacecraft from Earth to Mars and model it more
realistically using the patched conics method. In patched conics, you break down the problem from one multi-body
problem to multiple two-body problems. Each body has a "Sphere of Influence" (SOI) or a sphere around the body
where the gravity of that body dominates any spacecraft.  When a spacecraft exits that body's SOI, we can then
ignore that body's gravity for our calculations, and use a different body instead. So in patched conics, we'd start out
calculating things with Earth as the central body. Once the spacecraft exits Earth's SOI, we then ignore Earth and
assume the Sun as the central body. Once we approach Mars and enter Mars's SOI, we then use Mars as the
central body. This makes interplanetary missions easier to model and will be more accurate than the Hohmann
transfer method as we are considering the gravitational effects of Earth and Mars. The formula for the Sphere of
Influence is as follows:

In this section, we will discuss:

1. Calculating a Patched Conics Problem

2. Modeling a Patched Conics Problem

Calculating a Patched Conics Problem

Say we wanted to calculate a transfer from Earth to Mars using patched conics. The first step is to solve the
interplanetary hohmann transfer problem. The only difference is that this time, we do not need the ∆v of the
Hohmann transfer (you'll see why soon). What's most important about this part is that we get the phase angle 'Φ'.
To do this, refer to the Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer tutorial.
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Phase Angle Diagram

Planetary Departure
The second step is to calculate the necessary maneuver from a parking orbit around Earth to get the Hohmann
transfer to Mars. To do this, we need a hyperbolic escape trajectory that is parallel to the Earth's velocity vector. In
addition to that, our hyperbolic escape trajectory must have us at the speed v  at the edge of our SOI. This will

give us our Hohmann transfer velocity.
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Hyperbolic Escape Trajectory

The formula for the required v  is as follows:

Now that we have v , we need to solve for what the velocity should be at the periapsis of that hyperbolic escape
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trajectory, vp. But in order to that, we must first find the 'a' of the hyperbolic orbit. In the Vis-Viva equation, our 'r'

will be the radius of the SOI, and our velocity will be v  .If we solve for 'a', we will have the following formula:

Now that we have the hyperbolic semi-major axis, we can solve for what our velocity at our periapsis (vp) needs to

be. Once again, we can use the Vis-Viva equation.

Then, our ∆v is simply the difference between vp and our parking orbit velocity. Still, we need to know w here to

burn. In the hyperbolic escape trajectory diagram, you'll notice there is an angle 'β'. This is the angle between the
apse line of the escape hyperbola, and the line parallel to the planet's velocity vector. The formula for this angle is
as follows:

We now have all the necessary information for the Earth centered portion of our patched conics problem. In the
second portion of the patched conics transfer, we just propagate our Spacecraft as it orbits the Sun until our
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Spacecraft reaches Mars's SOI. Let's move on to the third, and final portion - the planetary arrival.

Planetary Arrival
Once we enter the target planet's SOI, we can then assume the central body to be the target planet. Our arrival
trajectory should be hyperbolic like the diagram below:

Hyperbolic Arrival Trajectory

If we wish to achieve an orbit around the target planet, it is most efficient to perform an orbital insertion burn at
the periapsis of the hyperbolic trajectory. This ∆v will be negative as we are slowing the Spacecraft down. How
much ∆v would we need? Really, it all depends on what you would like your target orbit to be. However, we can
calculate what it must be at a minimum. We know that at any radius away from a central body, there is a velocity
at which our eccentricity will be 1. This velocity is otherwise known as an escape velocity. If our speed is anything
less than that value, we will orbit the planet. With that, if we slow down to a little less than the escape velocity, we
will orbit the planet. Our formula for the minimum ∆v required at perigee will be:
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Now we have all of the necessary calculations for a patched conics transfer.

Modeling a Patched Conics Transfer

Problem: 

Assume that Earth and Mars are in circular orbits around the Sun at 1 AU and 1.524 AU respectively. Model an
interplanetary mission from Earth to Mars from a 7000 km SMA parking orbit around Earth all the way to a final
orbit around Mars.

For this tutorial, we will be writing the Mission Plan almost entirely in FreeForm. We also need to create
CelestialObjects that will be perfectly circular and coplanar versions of the real planets, as Hohmann transfers
require circular, coplanar orbits. We will refer to these CelestialObjects as "idealEarth" and "idealMars".

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "InterplanetaryPatchedConics.MissionPlan"

Create a Spacecraft through the Object Browser (Don't worry about modifying any of the elements. We
will be doing that later)

Create an ImpulsiveBurn object through the Object Browser

Double-click on "ImpulsiveBurn1" to open the editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Creating Ideal Planets
Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script editor to "Create Ideal Planets"

In order to create the ideal planets and set up the ViewWindows through script, you need a more advanced
understanding of FreeFlyer. As this knowledge is beyond the scope of this guide, we recommend that you copy and
paste the given example code whenever we say "Copy and Paste the following code into the FreeForm script
editor."
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Copy and Paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor

// Creates the Ideal Planets
CelestialObject idealEarth;
CelestialObject idealMars;

// Configures the ideal Earth CelestialObject

idealEarth.CentralBody = "Sun";
idealEarth.JPEGFileName = Earth.JPEGFileName;
idealEarth.Epoch = Earth.Epoch;
idealEarth.Mu = Earth.Mu;
idealEarth.Flattening = 0;

// Gets the Earth Cartesian Elements
Array RealPos = Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
Array RealVel = Earth.GetVelocityAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

// Assigns the Cartesian State and converts them to a Keplerian State
Array CarState = {RealPos[0], RealPos[1], RealPos[2], RealVel[0], RealVel[1],
RealVel[2]};
Array KepState = ElementConvert(1, 2, CarState, Sun.Mu);

KepState[0] = 149600000; // Reassigns SMA to approx 1 AU
KepState[1] = 0; // Reassigns Eccentricity to 0
KepState[2] = 23.5; // Reassigns Inclination to 23.5 deg
KepState[3] = 0; // Reassigns RAAN to 0 deg

// Converts the ideal Keplerian State back to Cartesian
CarState = ElementConvert(2, 1, KepState, Sun.Mu);

idealEarth.X = CarState[0];
idealEarth.Y = CarState[1];
idealEarth.Z = CarState[2];
idealEarth.VX = CarState[3];
idealEarth.VY = CarState[4];
idealEarth.VZ = CarState[5];
idealEarth.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

// Configures the ideal Mars Celestial Object

idealMars.CentralBody = "Sun";
idealMars.JPEGFileName = Mars.JPEGFileName;
idealMars.Epoch = Mars.Epoch;
idealMars.Mu = Mars.Mu;
idealMars.Flattening = 0;

// Gets the Mars Cartesian Elements
RealPos = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
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RealVel = Mars.GetVelocityAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

// Assigns the Cartesian State and converts them to a Keplerian State
CarState = {RealPos[0], RealPos[1], RealPos[2], RealVel[0], RealVel[1],
RealVel[2]};
KepState = ElementConvert(1, 2, CarState, Sun.Mu);

KepState[0] = 227920000; // Reassigns SMA to approx 1.524 AU
KepState[1] = 0; // Reassigns Eccentricity to 0
KepState[2] = 23.5; // Reassigns Inclination to 23.5 deg
KepState[3] = 0; // Reassigns RAAN to 0 deg

// Converts the ideal Keplerian State back to Cartesian
CarState = ElementConvert(2, 1, KepState, Sun.Mu);

idealMars.X = CarState[0];
idealMars.Y = CarState[1];
idealMars.Z = CarState[2];
idealMars.VX = CarState[3];
idealMars.VY = CarState[4];
idealMars.VZ = CarState[5];
idealMars.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

Configuring the ViewWindow
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Configure ViewWindow"

Copy and Paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor:

ViewWindow ViewWindow1({idealEarth, idealMars, Spacecraft1},1);

// Set up the default view
Viewpoint defaultView = ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint;

defaultView.ThreeDView.Source = Sun.ObjectId;
defaultView.ThreeDView.Target = Sun.ObjectId;
defaultView.ThreeDView.TailReference = Sun.ObjectId;

defaultView.ThreeDView.ReferenceFrame = "inertial";

defaultView.ThreeDView.Radius = 500000000;
defaultView.ThreeDView.Declination = 90;

ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint = defaultView;

// Set History Mode
ViewWindow1.SetHistoryMode(idealEarth.ObjectId, 1);
ViewWindow1.SetHistoryMode(idealMars.ObjectId, 1);

ViewWindow1.SetShowName(idealEarth.ObjectId, 1);
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ViewWindow1.SetShowName(idealMars.ObjectId, 1);

ViewWindow1.SetShowName(Spacecraft1.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetHistoryMode(Spacecraft1.ObjectId, 0);

ViewWindow1.SetShowBody(Earth.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetShowName(Earth.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetShowBody(Moon.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetShowName(Moon.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetShowBody(Mars.ObjectId, 0);
ViewWindow1.SetShowName(Mars.ObjectId, 0);

Setting Up the Spacecraft
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Set Up Spacecraft"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will be editing the Spacecraft elements and ForceModels through FreeForm
instead of how we've typically been modifying Spacecraft. We will set the central body, the Keplerian elements, and
the force model for our Spacecraft. We can do this by writing the following:

// Set up Spacecraft in Parking orbit around Earth
Spacecraft1.CentralBody = idealEarth.Name;

// Keplerian elements for Spacecraft1
Spacecraft1.A = 7000;
Spacecraft1.E = 0;
Spacecraft1.I = 23.5;
Spacecraft1.RAAN = 0;
Spacecraft1.W = 0;
Spacecraft1.TA = 0;

// Gets rid of the real Earth and Moon from the force model and adds in the
Ideal Planets instead
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.Earth = 0;
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.Moon = 0;
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.AddForce(idealEarth);
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.AddForce(idealMars);

One more thing we need to do is turn off all forces except for our "idealEarth". During our mission, we will be
turning on and off various forces depending on which SOI we are in. But for now, we just need the "idealEarth"
forces on. We can do this by adjusting the "UseBodyForce" array of the force model. Each element in the array
represents a Solar System body. The bodies, in order, are as follows: Mercury, Venus, Earth, The Moon, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, the Sun, and then any other custom celestial bodies. If the element has a
value of 1, the gravity of the corresponding body is turned on. If it is 0, it is turned off. To manipulate this, we will
write:

// Turn off all forces except "idealEarth"
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Spacecraft1_ForceModel.UseBodyForce = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, /*Sun*/ 0, /
*idealEarth*/ 1, /*idealMars*/ 0};

Calculating the Transfer
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Calculate Transfer"

In this FreeFrom script, we will be calculating v  and vp to find the ∆v for the escape trajectory. First, we need to

calculate the radius of the sphere of influence for each planet. To do this, we write:

// Set Up Variables for the problem
Variable rEarth = idealEarth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch).Norm;
Variable rMars = idealMars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch).Norm;

// Calculates the Sphere of Influence for the problem
Variable EarthSOI = (idealEarth.Mu/Sun.Mu)^(2/5) * rEarth;
Variable MarsSOI = (idealMars.Mu/Sun.Mu)^(2/5) * rMars;

Next, we need to calculate v , vp, and ∆v. To do this, we write:

// Calculate the velocity needed for the transfer
Variable vInf = sqrt(Sun.Mu/rEarth) * (sqrt((2*rMars)/(rEarth + rMars)) - 1);

Variable aHyp = ((2/EarthSOI) - ((vInf)^2/idealEarth.Mu))^(-1);

Variable vPeri = sqrt(idealEarth.Mu * ((2/Spacecraft1.A) - (1/aHyp)));

// Calculates and assigns the delta v to the impulsive burn
Variable dV = vPeri - Spacecraft1.VMag;
ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dV;

Calculating the Phase Angle
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Calculate Phase Angle"

In this script, we need to calculate what the phase angle needs to be, and at which epoch will that occur. First, we
need to calculate the period of the Hohmann transfer orbit and the angular velocities of the planets. To do this, we
write:

Variable Pi = acos(-1);

// Period of the Hohmann transfer orbit
Variable THoh = 2*Pi*sqrt(((rEarth + rMars)/2)^3/Sun.Mu);
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// Angular Velocities of the planets
Variable angVelMars = (360/(2*Pi))*sqrt(Sun.Mu/rMars^3);
Variable angVelEarth = (360/(2*Pi))*sqrt(Sun.Mu/rEarth^3);

Now that we have the Hohman transfer orbit period and the angular velocities of the planets, we can calculate the
phase angle, and the phase angular velocity. To do this, we write:

// Phase angle and Phase Angular Velocity
Variable phaseAngle = 180 - (1/2) * THoh * angVelMars;
Variable angVelPhase = angVelEarth - angVelMars;

Next, we need to calculate what the phase angle between the planets currently is. Calculating this is exactly like
what we did in the interplanetary Hohmann transfer tutorial. To do this, we write:

// Calculates the current phase angle
Variable curPhaseAngle =
idealEarth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch).VertexAngle(idealMars.GetPos
itionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch));

If(idealEarth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch).CrossProduct(idealMars.Ge
tPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch))[2] < 0) then;

curPhaseAngle = 360 - curPhaseAngle;
End;

Now we need to calculate how long it will be until the next opportunity, and the epoch of the next opportunity. To
do this, we write:

// Calculates the epoch where the planets have the proper phase angle
Variable timeToPhase = (curPhaseAngle - phaseAngle)/angVelPhase;
Variable phaseEpoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch + (timeToPhase/86400);

Stepping to Planetary Phasing
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Step to Planetary Phasing"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will propagate the solar system to the "phaseEpoch" we calculated in the
previous FreeForm script editor, and change the viewpoint to an Earth-centered view. To do this, we write:

// Set the Propagator Step Size to 1 day
Spacecraft1_Propagator.StepSize = 86400;

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Epoch == phaseEpoch);
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// Change Viewpoint to Earth Centered
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Source = idealEarth.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Target = idealEarth.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.TailReference = idealEarth.ObjectId;

ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Radius = 200000;

ViewWindow1.SetHistoryMode(Spacecraft1.ObjectId, 1);

Calculating the Time of the Maneuver
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Calculate Maneuver Time"

In this script, we will be calculating the 'β' angle so we can figure out when is the appropriate time for our
Spacecraft to maneuver. First, let's calculate 'β' using the formula given earlier. To do this, we write:

// Beta Angle
Variable beta = deg(acos(1/(1 + ((Spacecraft1.A * vInf^2)/
(idealEarth.Mu)))));

If we look at the diagram in the "Planetary Departure" section from earlier, 'β' is actually the angle away from
Earth's negative velocity vector. So when our Spacecraft is (180 - β) degrees away from Earth's positive velocity
vector, we need to maneuver the Spacecraft. First, let's calculate the current angle between the Spacecraft's
position and the Earth's velocity vector. 

One thing we need to remember is that if we're starting in a prograde parking orbit (for this example, we are), we
need to maneuver on the dark side of Earth. Another thing to remember is that there are two points in our orbit
where we are (180 - β) degrees away from Earth's positive velocity vector. Because of this, we can be at the
correct angle but the wrong side of the planet. To check which side we're on, we can check the z component of the
cross product vector. If it is negative, we are on the sunny side of Earth and we need to adjust our angle. If it is
positive, we are on the dark side of Earth and we don't need to worry about any corrections. To do this, we write:

// Current angle of spacecraft position to the idealEarth Velocity Vector
Variable currentAngle =
Spacecraft1.Position.VertexAngle(idealEarth.GetVelocityAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Ep
och));

If(Spacecraft1.Position.CrossProduct(idealEarth.GetVelocityAtEpoch(Spacecraft
1.Epoch))[2] < 0) then;

currentAngle = 360 - currentAngle;
End;

Next, we need to calculate how many degrees we need to travel before performing the maneuver. We do this by
subtracting 180 degrees from our current angle and adding β. However, if our calculations concluded that we were
on the sunny side of Earth, we need to add 360 degrees to our current angle. To do this, we write:
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Variable degreesToTravel = currentAngle - 180 + beta;

If(degreesToTravel < 0) then;

degreesToTravel += 360;
End;

Now we need to calculate the angular velocity of the Spacecraft's orbit, and the epoch at which we need to perform
the maneuver. To do this, we write:

// Angular Velocity of the spacecraft
Variable angVelSC1 = (360/(2*Pi)) * sqrt(idealEarth.Mu/Spacecraft1.A^3);

// Calculates when the maneuver should be performed
Variable timeToManeuver = degreesToTravel / angVelSC1;
Variable maneuverEpoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch + (timeToManeuver/86400);

Stepping to the Maneuver, Maneuvering, and Stepping to the SOI
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script editor to "Step to Maneuver, Maneuver, Step to SOI"

In this script, we need to step to the maneuver epoch, maneuver, and then step to the edge of Earth's SOI. First,
we need to change the propagator size from 1 day to approximately 600 seconds, then step to the maneuver
epoch. We need to make our step size shorter because we are going from observing a heliocentric orbit to
observing a Earth centered orbit. To do this, we write:

// Changes the Step Size to 600s
Spacecraft1_Propagator.StepSize = 600;

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Epoch == maneuverEpoch);

Now that we are at the proper maneuvering time, we need to maneuver the Spacecraft. To visualize this better,
we will also change the tail color. To do this, we write:

Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Cyan;
Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

Next, we need to propagate the Spacecraft to the edge of Earth's SOI. Once we do that, we need to change the
Spacecraft's central body to the Sun, turn off the gravity of "idealEarth", and turn on the gravity of the Sun. To do
this, we write:

// Steps the spacecraft to the edge of the SOI
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Radius >= EarthSOI);

Spacecraft1.CentralBody = "Sun";
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// Turn off all forces except "idealEarth"
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.UseBodyForce = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, /*Sun*/ 1, /
*idealEarth*/ 0, /*idealMars*/ 0};

Stepping to the Mars SOI
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Step to Mars SOI"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will change the view to be Sun centered, change the step size to 1 day, and then
step until we're inside the Mars SOI. To do this, we write:

// Change Viewpoint to Sun Centered
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Source = Sun.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Target = Sun.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.TailReference = Sun.ObjectId;

ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Radius = 500000000;

Spacecraft1_Propagator.StepSize = 86400;

Spacecraft1.CentralBody = idealMars.Name;

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Height < MarsSOI);

At this point, we are inside the SOI of "idealMars." We now need to change the central body and turn on the gravity
of "idealMars." To do this, we write:

// Sets Central Body to "idealMars"
Spacecraft1.CentralBody = idealMars.Name;

// Turn off all forces except "idealMars"
Spacecraft1_ForceModel.UseBodyForce = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, /*Sun*/ 0, /
*idealEarth*/ 0, /*idealMars*/ 1};

Performing the Intercept Maneuver
Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Intercept Maneuver"

In this FreeForm script editor, we will be changing the viewpoint, changing the step size, propagating to the
hyperbolic periapsis, and then performing an orbital insertion burn. First, let's change the step size, viewpoint, and
propagate to the orbit periapsis. To do this, we write:

// Change the step size to 1 hour
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Spacecraft1_Propagator.StepSize = 3600;

// Change the viewpoint to Mars centered
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Source = idealMars.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Target= idealMars.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.TailReference = idealMars.ObjectId;
ViewWindow1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Radius = 1000000;

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis);

For the orbital insertion burn, we know from the previously discussed minimum intercept ∆v formula that we need
to be slower than the escape velocity at our radius. To start off, let's see what the escape velocity is and how much
faster we are than that. To do this, we write:

// Calculates the excess velocity
Variable vEsc = sqrt(2*idealMars.Mu/Spacecraft1.Radius);
Variable excessV = Spacecraft1.VMag - vEsc;

We have the excess velocity. If our ∆v was equal to the excess velocity in the negative direction, we would slow our
orbit down to an eccentricity of exactly 1. However, this is not sufficient to orbit Mars. Instead, let's burn about 5%
more than the excess speed. Although we will be quite eccentric, we will at least be in orbit around Mars. Once we
calculate this value, we need to assign it to the ImpulsiveBurn object. To do this, we write:

// Delta V for insertion burn
Variable dVIntercept = -excessV * 1.05;

ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = dVIntercept;

Now that we have our maneuver set up, the next step is to perform the maneuver, and then propagate for 100
days to see if we've achieved an orbit. Also, let's report the amount of ∆v needed for this mission. To do this, we
write:

// Performs the orbital insertion burn
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Red;
Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays == 100);

// Report Delta V Values
Report dV, dVIntercept, (dV + abs(dVIntercept));

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:
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Mission Sequence Example

Our mission is now complete!

NOTE: It is important that you do not manually change the view during the mission. This will override the automatic
view changing written in our script.

Save and run your Mission Plan, and try to answer these questions:

How  much ∆v w as required for the first manuver? The second?

How  much ∆v w as used tota l?

W hat w as the periapsis height of arr iva l hyperbolic tra jectory?

See Also

Interplanetary Topics

Next Topic: Gravity Assist

Previous Topic: Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer
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4.3 - Gravity Assist

In the Patched Conics Transfer tutorial, we had a spacecraft enter Mars's SOI and perform an orbital insertion
burn. But what would happen if we let the spacecraft continue on it's hyperbolic trajectory? Doing this is called a
"Gravity Assist" or "Planetary Flyby."

During a gravity assist, a spacecraft will fly right near another celestial body (typically a planet) and have their flight
path be redirected. Also, the spacecraft will leave the SOI with a different velocity than what it entered with. But
where does this "extra energy" come from?

When a spacecraft gets really close to a planet during a hyperbolic trajectory, the planet pulls the spacecraft along
and swings it around either speeding it up or slowing it down. When the spacecraft enters the SOI the velocity
becomes the spacecraft's velocity vector in reference to the Sun subtracted by the planet's velocity vector. After the
spacecraft's flyby, once it exits the SOI, you then add the planet's velocity vector to it's velocity in reference to the
planet to get the velocity in reference to the Sun. Because the spacecraft exits the SOI in a different direction, there
is a change in the magnitude of velocity.

As it turns out, this "free velocity" isn't so free. According to the conservation of of energy, the kinetic energy
gained by the spacecraft had to be lost somewhere. In actuality, this gravity assist is a conservation of momentum
problem. Momentum gets transferred from the planet to the spacecraft. Because the planet's mass is far larger
than the spacecraft, the change in velocity is extremely large for the spacecraft, but miniscule for the planet. So,
every time a planet is used for a gravity assist, a minute amount of planetary velocity is lost.

In this section, we will discuss:

1. Calculating a Gravity Assist

2. Modeling a Gravity Assist

Calculating a Gravity Assist

Calculating a gravity assist involves understanding hyperbolic orbits and vector math.

The entering heliocentric velocity vector is actually the sum of the entering hyperbolic excess velocity vector and the
planet's velocity vector.

The exiting heliocentric velocity vector is the sum of the exiting hyperbolic excess velocity vector and the planet's
velocity vector.
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The ∆v from the gravity assist is simply this:

If we substitute the definitions for V2  and V1 , then we get the following:

The total ∆v from a gravity assist is the difference between the exiting hyperbolic excess velocity vector, and the
entering hyperbolic excess velocity vector. You may ask: "If a hyperbola has the same speeds at the entering and
exiting points of the SOI, how is there any ∆v at all?" Yes, it is true that these two vectors have the same 
magnitude, but not the same direction. So, the ∆v gained from a gravity assist really depends on the change of
direction. If we enter and exit the SOI travelling the same direction, there really isn't any ∆v gained. However, if we
fly closer to the planet, the gravity will bend our path more significantly, increasing our ∆v.

Modeling a Gravity Assist

Let's attempt to model a gravity assist in FreeFlyer.

Problem: 

Two similar spacecraft enter Mars's sphere of influence with the same velocity. One will pass in front of Mars,
while the other passes behind Mars. Which spacecraft will end up having the larger orbit around the sun?

FrontSideSC BackSideSC

Central Body Mars Mars

a -6088.425 km -6088.425km

e 2 2

i 180 0

Ω 0 0

ω 195 45

TA 240.976 240.976

Tail Color Red Green

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "GravityAssist.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Add two Spacecraft through the object browser
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Rename them to the names at the top of the table

Configure each spacecraft to the elements in the table provided below the problem statement

In each Spacecraft's force model, check the "Mars" box, and uncheck the "Earth" and "Moon" boxes

Create a "Vector" object in the Object Browser (we will use this to visualize the direction of the planet's
velocity vector)

o Right-click the Object Browser

o Add 

Adding the ViewWindow

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double-click "ViewWindow1" to open the editor

Check "FrontSideSC", "BackSideSC", and "Vector1"

Check "Show Name" for "FrontSideSC" and "BackSideSC"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited" for "FrontSideSC" and "BackSideSC"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the source, target, and tail reference to "Mars"

Change the radius to 300,000 km

Click on the "Create" button to create a new viewpoint

Change the name of this new viewpoint to "SolarView"

Change the title of this viewpoint to "Solar View"

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the source, target, and tail reference to "Sun"

Change the radius to 500,000,000 km

Go into "Solar System" on the left-hand side

Click on "Mars"

Check the box for "Override Default Properties"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor onto the Mission Sequence

Rename the script to "Set Up Vector"

Whenever you create a Vector object, you must configure it through a FreeForm script editor. In this script, we will
set the vector epoch, tell it to draw itself as an arrow, build the vector, and make it visible. To do this, we write:

// Sets up the vector to display Mars's velocity vector
Vector1.Epoch = FrontSideSC.Epoch;
Vector1.DrawMethod = 1;
Vector1.BuildVector(7, Mars);
Vector1.Active = 1;
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Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Record Initial Data"

In this script, we will save the heliocentric velocity and the hyperbolic excess velocity vectors. To save the the
heliocentric vector, we must temporarily reassign both Spacecraft's central body to the Sun. Then we can save the
vector to an array. To do this, we write:

// Changes the central body to Sun to get the heliocentric velocity
FrontSideSC.CentralBody = "Sun";
BackSideSC.CentralBody = "Sun";

Array frontV1 = FrontSideSC.Velocity;
Array backV1 = BackSideSC.Velocity;

Next, we need to reassign the central body to Mars for both Spacecraft. Then we can record the hyperbolic excess
speed at entrance to the SOI. To do this, we write:

// Changes the central body back to Mars to get the excess hyperbolic speed
FrontSideSC.CentralBody = "Mars";
BackSideSC.CentralBody = "Mars";

Array frontVInf1 = FrontSideSC.Velocity;
Array backVInf1 = BackSideSC.Velocity;

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Propagate Through SOI"

In this script, we will step both Spacecraft until they fly past Mars and reach the edge of the sphere of influence.,
and record the new velocity data. First, let's calculate the SOI and step to the edge of it. To do this, we write:

// Sphere of Influence of Mars
Variable MarsSOI = (Mars.Mu/Sun.Mu)^(2/5) *
Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(FrontSideSC.Epoch).Norm;

While(FrontSideSC.Radius < MarsSOI);

Step FrontSideSC;

Step BackSideSC to (BackSideSC.Epoch == FrontSideSC.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;
End;

Next, we need to record the velocity data so we can calculate the ∆v values for each Spacecraft. Also, we can
measure the change in direction of each Spacecraft's heliocentric velocity vector. When we record this data, we
can record the hyperbolic excess speed, change the central body to the Sun, and then record the heliocentric
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velocity vectors. To do this, we write:

// Records the data
Array frontVInf2 = FrontSideSC.Velocity;
Array backVInf2 = BackSideSC.Velocity;

FrontSideSC.CentralBody = "Sun";
BackSideSC.CentralBody = "Sun";

Array frontV2 = FrontSideSC.Velocity;
Array backV2 = BackSideSC.Velocity;

The final thing we need to do in this script is calculating and reporting the numbers. 

If we want to find the magnitude of the ∆v, we need to subtract the hyperbolic excess speed of the Spacecraft at
entrance from the hyperbolic excess speed at exit. One important thing to note is that we need the vector
difference between the two before we take the norm. If we subtracted the norm of both velocities, we would get a
calculation of '0'.

For the change in direction, we need to take the vertex angles of the heliocentric velocities at entrance and exit of
the SOI. If we took the vertex angle between the hyperbolic excess velocity vectors, our change in direction would
not be accurate.

One last thing we need to do after reporting the calculations - we need to pause the scenario so that the user can
change their 3D view to the "Solar View" that we created earlier. To do this, we write:

// Calculations
Variable dVFront = (frontVInf2 - frontVInf1).Norm;
Variable dVBack = (backVInf2 - backVInf1).Norm;

Variable dThetaFront = frontV2.VertexAngle(frontV1);
Variable dThetaBack = backV2.VertexAngle(backV1);

Report dVFront, dThetaFront, dVBack, dThetaBack;

Pause;

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another Freeform script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm script to "Propagate Solar System"

In this last script, we are going to change the propagator step size to 1 day (86,400 s), then step the solar system
for 1000 days to visualize the new orbits. To do this, we write:

// Change the step size to 1 day
FrontSideSC_Propagator.StepSize = 86400;
BackSideSC_Propagator.StepSize = 86400;
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While(FrontSideSC.ElapsedDays < 1000);

Step FrontSideSC;

Step BackSideSC to (BackSideSC.Epoch == FrontSideSC.Epoch);

Update ViewWindow1;
End;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan. Once the window reports your values, make sure to change your 3D View to the
"Solar View". You can do this by selecting the "MissionView" window, and changing the "View Point" dropdown to
"Solar View". Once you do that, you can click play on the navigation bar.

Once you've done that, try and answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft had the bigger heliocentric orbit? 

In w hat direction in reference to Mars's ve locity vector did that S pacecraft exit the S OI?

How  does the magnitude of each S pacecraft's ∆v compare? W hy are their orbits so drastica lly different?

See Also

Interplanetary Topics

Next Topic: The B-Plane

Previous Topic: Patched Conics Transfer
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4.4 - The B-Plane

When making planetary flybys or rendezvous, many missions will use what is called "B-Plane Targeting." This
allows the spacecraft to have a specific hyperbolic trajectory past the planet. This is useful when attempting to fly
past a specific geographical location on a planet, or making the capture orbit a specific inclination.

But what exactly is the B-plane? The B-plane is a plane that is orthogonal to the hyperbolic trajectory plane and the
initial hyperbolic excess velocity vector. This is typically described with a vector, B, and an angle, Θ, to help define
the hyperbolic trajectory in 3D space. Also, there are three orthogonal unit vectors R, S, and T, to help calculate
these values.

In this section, we will discuss:

1. Calculating the B-Plane

2. Modeling the B-Plane

Calculating the B-Plane

If we have the velocity vector and the radius vector at the orbit periapsis, we can solve for the B vector, and the
angle Θ.

The B vector points to where the asymptote of the hyperbolic trajectory pierces the B-plane. It may be easier to
visualize this as where the spacecraft would pierce the B-plane if it ignored the planet's gravity. The angle 'Θ' is the
angle between the 'B' vector, and the 'T' unit vector. The 'T' unit vector is, along with the R unit vector, an axis of
the B-Plane.

B-Plane Diagram

 To find B and Θ, we must find a few unit vectors to make our calculations easier. 

The first unit vector is 'S'. This is the direction of the hyperbolic excess velocity at the entry of the sphere of
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influence.

The second unit vector is 'T'. This is the orthogonal axis to the 'S' unit vector, and the normal of the planet. It also
typically lies on the ecliptic plane of the solar system.

The third unit vector is 'R'. This is simply the cross product of 'S' and 'T'.

But if all we're given is an initial state vector, how can we calculate these things? The first step is to calculate the
angular momentum vector and the eccentricity vector.

Next, we need to calculate our semi-major axis, and our beta angle. This is simply:

Next, we need to calculate the direction of the 'S' unit vector. Remember that the 'S' unit vector describes the
direction of the entering asymptote. To derive the math for it, let's look at a plot of the hyperbolic plane.
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Hyperbola Plot

We know that our 'S' unit vector is in the direction of the entering asymptote. We also know the half-angle, 'β' of
the asymptotes. With this, we can break down the 'S' unit vector into two components - one in the 'e' unit vector
direction, and one in the 'h x e' unit vector direction (the h vector is coming out of the page in this diagram). Doing
so, we get this formula for the 'S' unit vector.

We still have two more unit vectors to solve for. Next, let's try to find the 'T' unit vector. If we define the 'N' unit
vector as the direction of the z-axis of the reference frame, 'N' will be <0, 0, 1>. Then, we can find the 'T' unit
vector.

To complete the 'S' and 'T' unit vectors, we must now find the 'R' unit vector. This one is the cross product of the
'S' and 'T' unit vector.
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Now that we have our unit vectors, let's try to find what we've been looking all along: the 'B' vector and 'Θ'. To find
the magnitude of the 'B' vector, we need the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the hyperbolic trajectory. The
magnitude of the 'B' vector can be found in the formula below. Once we have that, we need the direction of the 'B'
vector. This should be the cross product of the 'S' unit vector' and the 'h' unit vector. Now that we have the
magnitude and the unit vector, if we multiply them together, we will have our 'B' vector.

Our angle 'Θ' is simply the vertex angle of the 'B' vector and the 'T' unit vector. To calculate 'Θ', we use the
following formula:

Modeling the B-Plane

Problem: 

A spacecraft has a state vector of <-299761, -440886, -308712> km and <1.343, 1.899, 1.329> km/s around
Mars in the MJ2000 reference frame. Calculate the 'B' vector and 'Θ' for this spacecraft.

Luckily, FreeFlyer already has tools built in to calculate these things for us. However for this Mission Plan, we will
not only calculate these parameters, but visualize them as well.

Create a New Mission Plan and save it as "BPlaneVisualization.MissionPlan"

Adding a Spacecraft

Add a Spacecraft through the Object Browser

Change the Spacecraft central body to "Mars"

Give the Spacecraft the Cartesian elements given in the problem statement.

In the Spacecraft's force model, make sure that Mars and the Sun are the only two bodies checked
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Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding a Vector

Create a Vector in the Object Browser

o Right-click the Object Browser

o Add 

Rename this Vector to "B" by right-clicking the Vector and selecting "Rename"

Create another Vector and name it "S"

Create another Vector and name it "T"

Create another Vector and name it "R"

Adding the ViewWindow

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double-click "ViewWindow1" to open the editor

Check all of the available objects

Check "Show Name" for "Spacecraft1" and click "Apply to All"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited" for "Spacecraft1"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side of the editor

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Change the source, target, and tail reference to "Mars"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor onto the Mission Sequence

Rename the script to "Calculate Vectors"

In this script, we will be using the formulas from Calculating the B-Plane to calculate the values of the Vector
objects that we've created. To start off, we need to record the Spacecraft's state vector. To do this, we write:

// Initial state vector
Array rVect = Spacecraft1.Position;
Array vVect = Spacecraft1.Velocity;

Next, we can start calculating the 'h' unit vector and the 'e' vector. One important thing to note is that ".Norm" will
return the magnitude of the vector array and ".Normalized" will return the unit vector. When we calculate the 'h'
unit vector, what we are asking for is the unit vector of the cross product of 'r' and 'v'. To calculate these values,
we write:

// Calculations
Array hUnit = rVect.CrossProduct(vVect).Normalized;
Array eVect = (1/Mars.Mu) * (vVect.Norm^2 * rVect - (rVect.DotProduct(vVect))
* vVect) - rVect.Normalized;
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Next, we can calculate the angle 'β' and all of the other unit vectors. To do this, we write:

Variable beta = acos(1/eVect.Norm);

Array sUnit = cos(beta) * eVect.Normalized + sin(beta) *
(hUnit.CrossProduct(eVect.Normalized));
Array nUnit = {0,0,1};
Array tUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(nUnit).Normalized;
Array rUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(tUnit);

Last, but not least, we need to calculate the 'B' vector. To do this, we need to first calculate the 'B' unit vector.
Then we multiply the 'B' unit vector by the magnitude, which we can pull directly from Spacecraft1 to get the 'B'
vector. Do to this, we write:

Array bUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(hUnit);
Variable bMag = Spacecraft1.BPlaneBMag(Mars);

Array bVect = bMag * bUnit;
Variable bTheta = Spacecraft1.BPlaneTheta(Mars);

Now that we have calculated all of the vectors, let's work on setting up the vectors

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename the script to "Initialize Vectors"

In this script, we will be setting up our vectors. To do this, we will be matching the epochs, assigning the elements,
building the vectors, changing the draw method, setting the colors, making them active, and offsetting the vectors
so their origins lie in the center of Mars. To do this, we write:

// Set up the vector epochs
B.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
S.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
T.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
R.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

// Set up the vector elements
B.Element = bVect;
S.Element = sUnit;
T.Element = tUnit;
R.Element = rUnit;

// Build all the vectors
B.BuildVector(0);
S.BuildVector(0);
T.BuildVector(0);
R.BuildVector(0);

// Set to draw as arrows
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B.DrawMethod = 1;
S.DrawMethod = 1;
T.DrawMethod = 1;
R.DrawMethod = 1;

// Set the vector colors
B.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;
S.Color = ColorTools.Red;
T.Color = ColorTools.Cyan;
R.Color = ColorTools.Green;

// Set all the vectors as visible
B.Active = 1;
S.Active = 1;
T.Active = 1;
R.Active = 1;

// Set the position of the vectors
B.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
S.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
T.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
R.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Let's move back to the Mission Sequence 

Drag and drop a while loop at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Change the while loop argument to "(Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 6)"

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside the while loop

Rename the script to "Step, Move, and Update"

In this script, we will step the Spacecraft, move the vectors so their origins rest at the center of Mars, and then
update the ViewWindow. To do this, we write:

// Steps the spacecraft forward
Step Spacecraft1;

// Moves the position of the vectors
B.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
S.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
T.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
R.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
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// Updates the ViewWindow
Update ViewWindow1;

Lastly, let's report the 'B' vector, and angle.

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename the script to "Report Calculations"

In this script, we will report the 'B' vector, and the angle. To do this, we write:

// Reports the B vector and angle
Report bVect, bTheta;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Sample Mission Sequence

Save and run your Mission Plan and try to answer the following questions:

W hat w ere the Cartesian e lements of the 'B' vector?

W hat w as the angle betw een the 'B' vector and the 'T ' unit vector?

T ry ca lculating the 'B' magnitude by hand. How  does it compare to FreeF lyer's output?

W e expla ined earlier that the 'B' vector points to w here the S pacecraft w ould pierce the B-plane if it ignored
the planet's gravity. S et 'B.Draw Method' equal to 0 in the "Initia lize Vectors" FreeForm  and then turn off
Mars's gravity in the S pacecraft Force Model. Run the M ission Plan again to check this cla im .

See Also

Interplanetary Topics

Previous Topic: Gravity Assist
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In this chapter, we will discuss the mathematical process of targeting. We will then use Targeting loops in
FreeFlyer to determine the necessary magnitude and orientation of impulsive burns to achieve various goals.

This chapter will cover the following topics:

1. Targeting Concepts

2. Inclination Change

3. B-plane Targeting
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5.1 - Targeting Concepts

Targeting is a useful tool for any time that you want to achieve a specific goal, but are uncertain of exactly how to
do it. For example, you might use targeting to determine the magnitude of a ∆v maneuver to change some orbital
parameter by a specified amount, or to determine a point in an orbit from which to depart to rendezvous with a
satellite. FreeFlyer uses the differential corrector method or "shooting method" to achieve this. 

Targeting using the differential corrector method works by taking some parameter which affects the result of some
function, and varying the parameter until the function outputs a specific desired result. You begin with some "seed"
value for the parameter, calculate the result for that seed, and then apply some perturbation to the seed to change
the result. So if the parameter were increased, and the result was farther from the goal than the initial result, the
targeting function would decrease the parameter on the next iteration. This process continues until the desired
result is achieved within some tolerance. We can call the changing parameter a "Vary" and the result an "Achieve".
An illustration of this process is shown below.

One-Dimensional Case of the Shooting Method

For more information on this process, see the "Targeting" and  "Default Targeting" pages of the Maneuvering and
Targeting Guide in the FreeFlyer Help File.

The mechanism for the targeting process in FreeFlyer is called a Targeting loop, which consists of the following
components:
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Target - command which begins the Targeting loop

Iterate - command which specifies the objects that are restored to their initial states after each
iteration of the loop

Vary - command which specifies the parameters that are adjusted with each iteration

o Requires a seed value and a perturbation value

Achieve - command which defines the goals of the targeting sequence

o Requires a goal value and a tolerance value

End - command to close the targeting loop

An unlimited number of Iterate, Vary, and Achieve commands can be present in any single Targeting loop, although
for best results, we recommend having an equal number of Vary and Achieve commands. In the Default Targeting
mode, which is what we will discuss here, you cannot have a Vary statement after an Achieve statement, and
Targeting loops cannot exist inside If statements, For loops, While loops, etc. If this functionality is essential to your
Mission Plan, you would need to use the Runtime Setup Targeting feature, which is out of scope for this tutorial. If
you are interested, more information can be found in the FreeFlyer Help File.

If you need to access specific properties of your Targeting loop, you can use a DifferentialCorrector object. A
DifferentialCorrector object allows you to set the maximum number of iterations for a Targeting loop (the default
value is 35) and provides access to the status of the Targeting loop during execution. We will not use a
DifferentialCorrector object in this tutorial, but more information can be found in the FreeFlyer Help File if you are
interested.

See Also

Targeting Tutorial

Next Topic: Inclination Change
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5.2 - Inclination Change

In the final section of the Maneuvering tutorial, we discussed the math behind a plane change (or inclination
change) maneuver. We discovered that we would need to execute a burn that was mostly normal to our velocity,
but with a small component in the negative velocity direction (see the Plane Change Maneuver tutorial to review).
We determined the following formulas for the ∆v components:

Where ∆vn is the normal component and ∆vnv  is the negative velocity component. In the previous plane change

example, we used 
FreeFlyer to calculate the ∆v components directly using these equations. This time, we will execute a similar
mission plan, but use a Targeting loop to determine the ∆v components (instead of the equations above). Then, we
can compare the results that FreeFlyer achieves to our analytic calculations.

Use Targeting to Model an Inclination Change

Problem: 

We have a spacecraft in a circular, equatorial orbit with a SMA of 10000 km. How much ∆v would we need to
change the inclination to 35º without changing the shape of the orbit?

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "TargetingInclinationChange.MissionPlan"

Adding a Spacecraft, ImpulsiveBurn, and Variable

Create a new Spacecraft with the following Keplerian orbital elements:

o A: 10000 km

o E: 0

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 0 deg
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o TA: 0 deg

Create a new ImpulsiveBurn object

Open the ImpulsiveBurn editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Create a new Variable object

Open the Variable editor and rename it "initialVelocity"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding the ViewWindow

Create a new ViewWindow object

Open the ViewWindow editor

Check "Spacecraft1" in the "Available Objects" section

Check "Show Name"

Change the history mode to "Unlimited"

Go into "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence

Name this "Set up Console and Initial Conditions"

In this script, we will set up the Console window, report the spacecraft's initial Keplerian orbital elements, and save
the initial velocity. To do this, we double-click to open FreeForm: Set up Console and Initial Conditions and write:

// Set up Console
Console.DockMode = 3;
Console.WordWrap = 1;
Console.Dimension = 35;
Console.BackColor = ColorTools.Black;
Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Lime;
Console.Show();

// Report initial spacecraft elements
Report "Initial Spacecraft Elements: " to Console;
Report " A: ", Spacecraft1.A to Console;
Report " E: ", Spacecraft1.E to Console;
Report " I: ", Spacecraft1.I to Console;
Report " RAAN: ", Spacecraft1.RAAN to Console;
Report " W: ", Spacecraft1.W to Console;

// Save the initial velocity (circular velocity for the current SMA)
initialVelocity = Spacecraft1.VMag;

We need to save the spacecraft in its initial state before executing the targeting loop. 
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In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "Save" command after the FreeForm

Double click the command to open the editor and change the "SaveName" placeholder to "initial state"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Now, we will create the targeting loop, which will vary the V and N components of ImpulsiveBurn1 to achieve a new
spacecraft inclination of 35 degrees and the same initial velocity (meaning we will remain in a circular orbit of the
same semi-major axis).

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "Target...End" script element after the "Save" command

Double click the command to open the Targeting editor

In the "Initial Setup" tab, select Spacecraft1 as the object to reset at the start of each iteration of the
targeting loop

Navigate to the "Choose Parameters to Vary" tab and click "Add Vary" to list the components to vary in
each iteration:

o In the "Parameter to Vary" box, use the drop-down menu to select "ImpulsiveBurn1" (under

"Choose an object") and "BurnDirection" (under "Choose a property or method") 

The index value in the last box should be 0, indicating that you are accessing the first
element of the BurnDirection array; this represents the component in the V direction of the
VNB frame

o Select "Add Vary" again and perform the same process, but use index 1 instead to represent the

second component of the BurnDirection array, the N component in the VNB frame

For this one, in the "Seed Value" box, enter 1 km/s since we know that most of the ∆v will
be in the N direction

Navigate to the "Choose Conditions to Target" tab and click "Add Achieve" to indicate the goals of our
targeter:

o In the "Parameter to Achieve" box, use the drop-down menu to select "Spacecraft1" (under

"Choose an object") and "I" (under "Choose a property or method")

Set the "Goal Value" field to be 35 degrees (our desired new inclination)

Set the "Tolerance (+/-)" field to be 0.01 degrees

o Select "Add Achieve" again, and in the "Parameter to Achieve" box, use the drop-down menu to

select "Spacecraft1" (under "Choose an object") and "VMag" (under "Choose a property or
method")

In the "Goal Value" field's drop-down menu, select "Object" under "Choose which type of
item to use" and select "initialVelocity" under "Choose an object"

Set the "Tolerance (+/-)" field to be 0.001 km/s

Note: look at the script section in the Targeting editor to see how you could write the Targeting loop in
FreeFlyer script

Click "Ok" to close the editor

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "Maneuver" command inside the Targeting loop

o Double click the command to open the Maneuver editor

o Uncheck the "Create Report?" box and click "Ok" to close the editor

We have now completed the targeting loop, but inside the loop we performed a Maneuver. We must restore the
Spacecraft to its initial state before visualizing the initial orbit.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "Restore" command after the Targeting loop

Double click the command to open the editor and change the "SaveName" placeholder to "initial state"

Click "Ok" to close the editor
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At this point, your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Now, we want to visualize the initial orbit and the final orbit that results from our burn. To do this, we will
propagate the Spacecraft for one day in its initial orbit, then maneuver using the ImpulsiveBurn determined by our
targeter, then continue to propagate in the new orbit. We will also report the new Keplerian elements and the burn
components to the Console window.

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "While...End" loop after the "Restore" command

Inside the loop, drag and drop a "Step" command

Also inside the loop, drag and drop an "Update" command

After the "While...End" loop, drag and drop a "Maneuver" command

o Double click the command to open the Maneuver editor

o Uncheck the "Create Report?" box and click "Ok" to close the editor

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence

Name this "Report New Orbital Elements and Burn Components"

In this script, we will change the Spacecraft's color (to differentiate from the initial orbit) and report the post-burn
Keplerian elements, as well as the burn components and total ∆v magnitude. To do this, we write:

// Change the Spacecraft color
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;

// Report the Keplerian elements after the burn
Report "Post-burn Spacecraft Elements: " to Console;
Report " A: ", Spacecraft1.A to Console;
Report " E: ", Spacecraft1.E to Console;
Report " I: ", Spacecraft1.I to Console;
Report " RAAN: ", Spacecraft1.RAAN to Console;
Report " W: ", Spacecraft1.W to Console;

// Report the burn attributes
Report "Burn: " to Console;
Report " V: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] to Console;
Report " N: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[1] to Console;
Report " B: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[2] to Console;
Report "Total delta-v: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection.Norm to Console;
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Now we just need to propagate the Spacecraft for a day in its new orbit:

In the Mission Sequence, drag and drop a "While...End" loop

Inside the loop, drag and drop a "Step" command

Also inside the loop, drag and drop an "Update" command

Your Mission Sequence should now look something like this:

Save and Run your Mission Plan, then try to answer these questions:

T ry solving this problem  by hand. How  do your ca lculations compare to FreeF lyer's ca lculations?

W hat other "Achieves" could you have set in your Targeting loop? T ry Achieving S pacecraft1.A  = 10000 km
(your initia l S MA) and S pacecraft1.E = 0 (your initia l eccentricity) instead of Achieving S pacecraft1.VMag =
initia lVelocity. Can you produce the same result?

If you w ere changing the inclination from  any orbit other than an equatoria l one, w here in the orbit w ould
you need to perform  the burn? How  w ould you modify your code to account for this additional constra int?

BONUS : try w riting your Targeting loop in FreeF lyer script instead of using the drag-and-drop method. Recall
that the Targeting editor displays a sample of w hat the FreeF lyer script should look like.

See Also

Targeting Tutorial

Previous Topic: Targeting Concepts
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Next Topic: B-plane Targeting
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5.3 - B-Plane Targeting

In the Interplanetary Topics tutorial, we discussed how the B-plane can be used by mission planners to fly by a
specific location on a planet, or target a capture orbit of a specific inclination. As a quick review, we recall that the
B-plane is defined as orthogonal to the hyperbolic trajectory plane, and is described by three unit vectors R, S, and
T, where S is parallel to the hyperbolic excess velocity, T lies on the ecliptic plane of the solar system, and R
completes the right-handed set. R and T form the unit vectors of the B-plane itself.

We also define the B vector, which points from the center of the planetary body for which the B-plane is defined to
the point at which the incoming asymptote of a spacecraft's hyperbolic trajectory pierces the B-plane. Finally, we
define an angle Θ, which is the angle between the B vector and T vector.

For more information on what these vectors mean and how to calculate them, see The B-Plane in Interplanetary
Topics. We will be reusing some methods from the aforementioned section for calculating and visualizing the B-
plane in this tutorial.

The B-Plane in FreeFlyer

In the B-plane tutorial in the Interplanetary Topics chapter, we calculated the B-plane vectors manually in FreeFlyer
in order to visualize them and develop an understanding of what they mean. However, FreeFlyer has the capability
to calculate many of these parameters for us! We can use built-in methods to calculate where a spacecraft's
hyperbolic trajectory pierces the B-plane. These methods are:

BPlaneBMag - returns the distance of the piercing point from the origin of the B-plane (the center of the
specified CelestialObject) [km]

BPlaneTheta - returns the angle in the B-plane between the B and T vectors [deg]

BPlaneBdotT - returns the projection of the piercing point onto the T vector [km]

BPlaneBdotR - returns the projection of the piercing point onto the R vector [km]

We will use these methods to target a specific point on Mars's B-plane, a technique which is often used to achieve
a desired orbit or flyby location.

Targeting Mars's B-Plane

Problem: 

Scientists want to investigate the presence of liquid water on Mars's polar ice caps. We have a spacecraft flying
on a hyperbolic trajectory towards Mars. Using two impulsive burns, we  want  to  insert  the  spacecraft  into  a
circular,  polar  orbit  to  map  the  poles  and  gather  scientific  data.  Use  targeting  loops  to  determine  the
magnitudes and components required of the burns to achieve our goal.

This mission plan will include Targeting loops and B-plane configuration as well as a lot of visualization aspects for
convenience. Although you should be sure to understand the code in the tutorial which applies to Targeting and the
B-plane, feel free to skim over the visualization aspects, unless they are particularly interesting to you.
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Create a New Mission Plan and save it as "TargetingMarsBPlane.MissionPlan"

Adding Spacecraft Objects

Create a new Spacecraft and change its Central Body to Mars

Set the following orbital elements (remember to change the "Element Type" field to "Keplerian"):

o A: -6000 km

o E: 2

o I: 35 deg

o RAAN: 1 deg

o W: 358 deg

o TA: 243 deg

In the "Force Model" tab, select the Mars checkbox under "Available Bodies". This will include Mars's
gravity in the Spacecraft's Force Model

Click "Ok" to close the Editor

Create another new Spacecraft and change its Central Body to Mars. Name this Spacecraft
"MarsCenter" (in the top right field "Spacecraft Name")

Note: This Spacecraft is being used solely to visualize the B-plane. It's position will be at the center of
Mars, and it's Proximity Zones will represent the trajectory plane (of Spacecraft1) and Mars's B-plane. An
understanding of Proximity Zones is NOT required for this tutorial.

Navigate to the "Proximity Zones" tab (under "Subsystems"). We will create two Proximity Zones to
visualize B-plane properties.

o Click "Create" to create your first Proximity Zone and give it the Name "TrajectoryPlane", then click

"Edit ProximityZone"

o Under "Size", set X = 20000 km, Y = 20000 km, and Z = 5 km

o Under "Orientation wrt Reference Frame", set the "Offsets applied to" field to "Mean of Earth

J2000", and set "Euler Angle 2" to 45

o Navigate to the "Visualization" tab and select "Translucent" (rather than "Wire Frame") and change

the Tick Scale to 100000 km. Change the Color to a light blue (this step is not necessary, but
recommended for consistency), and change the Opacity to 0.3

o Click "Ok" to close the Editor

o Your recently created Proximity Zone "TrajectoryPlane" should be selected. Click "Clone" to create

an exact copy of this Proximity Zone, and rename it "BPlane", then click "Edit ProximityZone"

o The current properties of the BPlane Proximity Zone are exact copies of the TrajectoryPlane

Proximity Zone. Change "Euler Angle 2" to 0

o Navigate to the "Visualization" tab and change the Color to yellow (or another color which is

different from the TrajectoryPlane color)

o The Editor displays your Proximity Zones in a window. At this point, it should look something like

this (you can zoom around within the window):
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o Note that eventually, we will position the MarsCenter spacecraft so that it is at the center of Mars

(as well as its associated Proximity Zones). We will do this later, in FreeFlyer script.

o Click "Ok" to close the Proximity Zone Editor

o Click "Ok" to close the Spacecraft Editor

Adding ImpulsiveBurn Objects

Create a new ImpulsiveBurn object

Open the ImpulsiveBurn editor

Change the attitude system to "VNB"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Repeat the process for a second ImpulsiveBurn object

Adding CoordinateSystem and Vector Objects

Create a new CoordinateSystem Object and name it "BPlane" (You can right-click to Rename)

Create five vector objects and name them "B", "R", "S", "T", and "X"

Adding ViewWindows

Create a new ViewWindow Object

Open the ViewWindow Editor 
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Rename it vw1 (for convenience)

Under "Available Objects", check Spacecraft1

Select Spacecraft1 and change the "History Mode" to "Unlimited"

Navigate to the "Viewpoints" tab

Fill in the Default Viewpoint with the following properties:

o Name: DistanceView

o Title: DistanceView

o Type: 3D View

o Reference Frame: Inertial

o Source: Mars

o Target: Mars

o Tail Reference: Mars

o Right Ascension: 209 deg

o Declination: -17 deg

o Radius: 309900 km

o Field of View: 45 deg

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Create another ViewWindow Object and rename it vw2

Under "Available Objects", check Spacecraft1, MarsCenter, B, R, S, and T

Select Spacecraft1 and change the "History Mode" to "Unlimited"

For Spacecraft1, B, R, S, and T, check the "Show Name" box

Navigate to the "Viewpoints" tab

Fill in the Default Viewpoint with the following properties:

o Name: Default

o Title: Default

o Type: 3D View

o Reference Frame: Inertial

o Source: Mars

o Target: Mars

o Tail Reference: Mars

o Right Ascension: 296 deg

o Declination: -17 deg

o Radius: 30000 km

o Field of View: 45 deg

Click "Ok" to close the editor

At this point, your Object Browser should look something like this:
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Now we are ready to begin writing our Mission Sequence. Since this Mission Plan is fairly complicated, we will be
using FreeFlyer script in the FreeForm script editor rather than the "drag-and-drop" method to execute our
commands. Using Freeflyer script provides more flexibility and allows you to access more properties of Objects
than you could otherwise. In instances where the script is outside the scope of this tutorial (such as for visualization
purposes), we will suggest that you copy and paste the example code provided.

Setting up the Console

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor into the Mission Sequence, and double click to open it

Rename the FreeForm "Set up Console"

Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor (this will simply set up the Console
window for convenient reports at various times in the mission)

Console.BackColor = ColorTools.Black;
Console.DockMode = 3;
Console.Dimension = 50;
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Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Lime;
Console.WordWrap = 1;
Console.Show();

Targeting the B-Plane

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Target B-Plane at Mars's south pole"

In this script, we will implement our first Targeting loop, to intersect Mars's B-plane at a radius of 8000 km and
angle theta of 115 degrees (we use 115 because Mars has an axial tilt of 25 degrees - if there were no tilt, we
would want to intersect the B-plane at an angle of 90 degrees to achieve a polar orbit). 

First, we will report the current action to the Console and save the Spacecraft's initial state so that we can retrieve
it later. We will also change the spacecraft's color for visualization purposes, and increase the StepSize to make
the simulation run faster. Finally, we will create a variable called "peri_time" to store the time that the spacecraft
will reach periapsis - this is useful so that we can propagate the orbit within the targeting loop and see the actual
targeting process. To do this, copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor: 

// Update the Console on what is happening
Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Aqua;
Report "Targeting the B-Plane at Mars's south pole..." to Console;
Report "" to Console;

// Save the Spacecraft's current state so that we can go back and propagate
from the beginning
Save Spacecraft1 as "initial state";

// Set the Spacecraft color
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Aqua;

// Increase the step size to speed up simulation
Spacecraft1.Propagator.StepSize = 500;

// Save the time that the spacecraft will reach the periapsis of its orbit
Variable peri_time; 

Next, we will create the Targeting loop by typing:

Target;

End;

The next portions of our code will exist inside of the Targeting loop (before the "End" statement). Try to construct
the Targeting loop yourself by following the instructions! Example code is included after the instructions for
reference.
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The commands that you will need to use are

o "Iterate" - indicates to the loop which objects to restore to their initial properties at each iteration

o "Vary" - indicates which objects to change at each iteration, requires a seed and perturbation (i.e.

"Vary ObjectName = seed + perturbation;")

o "Maneuver" - applies the ImpulsiveBurn to the Spacecraft

o "Achieve" - indicates the goals of the targeting loop, as well as their tolerances (i.e. "Achieve

ObjectName = goal +/- tolerance;")

Use the Iterate command to tell the Targeting loop to restore Spacecraft1 after each iteration

Vary all three directions (V, N, and B) of ImpulsiveBurn1, accessed through the BurnDirection property
(ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] is the first direction, V. Use indices 1 and 2 to access the N and B
directions). Use a seed value of 0.1 km/s and a perturbation of 0.001 km/s for all three directions

Use the Maneuver command to apply an impulsive ∆v to Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1

Achieve a B-plane magnitude of 8000 km with a tolerance of 5 km, and an angle of 115 degrees with a
tolerance of 0.5 degrees (recall the B-plane methods in FreeFlyer that we discussed earlier!)

o We must target an angle of 115 degrees for a polar orbit because Mars has an axial tilt of 25

degrees, and the T vector points along the ecliptic plane, so we must account for the tilt in our
targeting

After you have attempted to construct the Targeting loop on your own, check your code against the
following:

Target;

Iterate Spacecraft1;

// Allow all three burn direction magnitudes to vary

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = 0.1 + 0.001;

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[1] = 0.1 + 0.001;

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[2] = 0.1 + 0.001;

// Perform the calculated maneuver

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Attempt to achieve a B vector magnitude of 8000 km and an angle
between B and T of 115 degrees

Achieve Spacecraft1.BPlaneBMag(Mars) = 8000 +/- 5;

Achieve Spacecraft1.BPlaneTheta(Mars) = (90+25) +/- 0.5;

End;

For this tutorial, it will be useful to visualize the targeting process. To do this, we will propagate the Spacecraft all
the way to periapsis within the Targeting loop itself. We must determine the periapsis time (which will be different
for each iteration, depending on how the burn changes the Spacecraft's orbit), then use a While loop to propagate
the Spacecraft to periapsis. Copy and paste the following before the end of your Targeting loop (but after the
Achieve statements):

// Quickly find the periapsis time so that we know how long to propagate our
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spacecraft
Save Spacecraft1 as "save in loop";
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis(Mars));
peri_time = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
Restore Spacecraft1 from "save in loop";

// Visualize the solution from each iteration of the targeting loop
While (Spacecraft1.Epoch < peri_time);

Step Spacecraft1;

Update vw1;
End;
vw1.InsertLineBreak();

Our Targeting loop is now complete! The final step is to restore the Spacecraft to its initial state, which we do 
after the end of the Targeting loop by typing:

Restore Spacecraft1 from "initial state";

Double check that your code (from the beginning of the Targeting loop) looks like this:

Target;

Iterate Spacecraft1;

// Allow all three burn direction magnitudes to vary

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = 0.1 + 0.001;

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[1] = 0.1 + 0.001;

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[2] = 0.1 + 0.001;

// Perform the calculated maneuver

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Attempt to achieve a B vector magnitude of 8000 km and an angle
between B and T of 115 degrees

Achieve Spacecraft1.BPlaneBMag(Mars) = 8000 +/- 5;

Achieve Spacecraft1.BPlaneTheta(Mars) = (90+25) +/- 0.5;

// Quickly find the periapsis time so that we know how long to
propagate our spacecraft

Save Spacecraft1 as "save in loop";

Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis(Mars));

peri_time = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

Restore Spacecraft1 from "save in loop";

// Visualize the solution from each iteration of the targeting loop

While (Spacecraft1.Epoch < peri_time);
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Step Spacecraft1;

Update vw1;

End;

vw1.InsertLineBreak();

End;

Restore Spacecraft1 from "initial state";

We are now finished with our first Targeting loop! If you'd like, you can save and run your Mission Plan at this point
to see how the Spacecraft's trajectory changes with each iteration of the Targeter. If you do run your Mission Plan,
you should see something like this:

When the simulation runs on your screen, you should be able to see how the trajectory changes and approaches
the goal each time the Targeter varies the magnitude of various components of the initial burn. Click "Control" at
the top of the screen to return to your script.

Resetting the View and Propagating the Converged Solution Trajectory

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Reset Viewpoint"

This script is mostly for visualization purposes. We will clear all the iterations of the Targeter from the ViewWindow
and adjust the viewpoint so that we can zoom along with the spacecraft as it approaches Mars on the trajectory
determined by the Targeting loop. We will propagate this solution from the start to the point of periapsis, at which
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point we will enter our second Targeting loop (in the next section). Copy and paste the example code below into
your FreeForm:

// Clear targeting tails
vw1.ResetTails();
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Aqua;
Spacecraft1.Propagator.StepSize = 50; // Slow the simulation down

// Apply the ImpulsiveBurn determined by the Targeter
Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;
Save Spacecraft1 as "temp_save";
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.OrbitPeriapsis(Mars));
peri_time = Spacecraft1.Epoch; // Save time of periapsis
Restore Spacecraft1 from "temp_save";

// Count the number of steps to determine the zoom rate
Variable count = 0;
While (Spacecraft1.Epoch < peri_time);

Step Spacecraft1;

count += 1;
End;
Restore Spacecraft1 from "temp_save";

// Zoom in with the Spacecraft
vw1.SetShowName(Spacecraft1.ObjectId, 1);
vw1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.RightAscension = 236;
vw1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Declination = -29;
Variable deltaRA = abs(209-236)/count;
Variable deltaDec = abs((-17) - (-29))/count;
Variable deltaZoom = (309900 - 30000)/count;
Variable i = 1;
While (Spacecraft1.Epoch < peri_time);

Step Spacecraft1;

vw1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Radius = 309900-(deltaZoom*i);

vw1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.RightAscension = 236 - (deltaRA*i);

vw1.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Declination = -29 + (deltaDec*i);

Update vw1;

i += 1;
End;

// Now, the spacecraft should be at periapsis

Targeting a Circular, Polar Orbit

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Target a circular polar orbit"

Here, we will use another Targeting loop to insert our spacecraft into a circular orbit. First, we will report the
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current action to the Console. Then, we need to step the Spacecraft to exactly the time of periapsis - although we
used a While loop to step it to periapsis in the previous section, our Spacecraft's StepSize property may not have
allowed the Spacecraft to step to the exactly correct time, so it is a good practice to use a "Step to" command to
ensure we have everything set up correctly. Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor:

// Update the Console on what is happening
Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Yellow;
Report "Targeting a circular orbit..." to Console;
Report "" to Console;

// Ensure that the Spacecraft is at periapsis and change color
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Epoch == peri_time);
Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;
Update vw1;

We are now ready to create our second Targeting loop. Try using what you learned from the first targeting loop to
construct this one yourself!

Use the Iterate command to tell the Targeting loop to restore Spacecraft1 after each iteration

Vary just the first component of ImpulsiveBurn2 (the V component) with a seed of -2 km/s and a
perturbation of 0.001 km/s

Use the Maneuver command to apply an impulsive ∆v to Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn2

Achieve an eccentricity for Spacecraft 1 of 0 with a tolerance of 0.0001

The targeting aspect of the loop is now complete, but again we would like to visualize how the Targeter works to
refine the solution to a circular orbit. To do this, we will step Spacecraft1 for a full period of its (now elliptical) orbit
for each iteration. Copy and paste the following code inside your Targeting loop:

// Visualize the solution from each iteration of the targeting loop
While (Spacecraft1.ElapsedMinutes < Spacecraft1.Period);

Step Spacecraft1;

Update vw1;
End;
vw1.InsertLineBreak();

Finally, restore the Spacecraft to its initial state after the end of the Targeting loop by typing:

Restore Spacecraft1 from "initial state";

Your code (from the beginning of the Targeting loop) should look like this:

Target;

Iterate Spacecraft1;
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// Vary just the burn in the velocity direction

Vary ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[0] = -2 + 0.001;

// Perform the calculated maneuver

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn2;

// Achieve a circular orbit

Achieve Spacecraft1.E = 0 +/- 0.0001; 

// Visualize the solution from each iteration of the targeting loop

While (Spacecraft1.ElapsedMinutes < Spacecraft1.Period);

Step Spacecraft1;

Update vw1;

End;

vw1.InsertLineBreak();

End;

// Restore the Spacecraft to its beginning state
Restore Spacecraft1 from "initial state";

If you'd like, you can save and run your Mission Plan at this point to see how the Spacecraft's trajectory changes
with each iteration of the Targeter. If you do run your Mission Plan, you should have something like this at the end:

When the simulation runs on your screen, you should first see the iterations of the first targeting loop that you
wrote (in light blue), then you should zoom in to a closer view to see the solution trajectory produced by the first
ImpulsiveBurn, then the iterations of the second targeting loop that you wrote (in yellow). We now have solutions
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for the two burns! All that is left is to visualize the B-plane and view the final trajectory. Click "Control" at the top of
the screen to return to your script.

Visualizing the B-Plane

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Visualize B-Plane"

Much of this script comes from the earlier tutorial The B-Plane in the Interplanetary Topics chapter. Refer to that
section if you would like to review B-plane concepts. Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script
editor:

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Initial state vector
Array rVect = Spacecraft1.Position;
Array vVect = Spacecraft1.Velocity;

// Calculations
Array hUnit = rVect.CrossProduct(vVect).Normalized;
Array eVect = (1/Mars.Mu) * (vVect.Norm^2 * rVect - (rVect.DotProduct(vVect))
* vVect) - rVect.Normalized;

Variable beta = acos(1/eVect.Norm);

Array sUnit = cos(beta) * eVect.Normalized + sin(beta) *
(hUnit.CrossProduct(eVect.Normalized));
Array nUnit = {0,0,1};
Array tUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(nUnit).Normalized;
Array rUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(tUnit);

Array bUnit = sUnit.CrossProduct(hUnit);
Variable bMag = Spacecraft1.BPlaneBMag(Mars);

Array bVect = bMag * bUnit;
Variable bTheta = Spacecraft1.BPlaneTheta(Mars);

// Set up the vector epochs
B.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
S.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
T.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;
R.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

// Set up the vector elements
B.Element = bVect;
S.Element = sUnit;
T.Element = tUnit;
R.Element = rUnit;
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// Build all the vectors
B.BuildVector(0);
S.BuildVector(0);
T.BuildVector(0);
R.BuildVector(0);

// Set to draw as arrows
B.DrawMethod = 1;
S.DrawMethod = 1;
T.DrawMethod = 1;
R.DrawMethod = 1;

// Set the vector colors
B.Color = ColorTools.Yellow;
S.Color = ColorTools.Red;
T.Color = ColorTools.Cyan;
R.Color = ColorTools.Green;

// Set all the vectors as visible
B.Active = 1;
S.Active = 1;
T.Active = 1;
R.Active = 1;

// Set the position of the vectors
B.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
S.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
T.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);
R.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

X.Element = {1000, 0, 0};

Restore Spacecraft1 from "initial state";

Propagating the Solution Trajectory

Go back to the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop another FreeForm script editor at the bottom of the Mission Sequence

Rename this FreeForm to "Propagate Spacecraft"

Here, we will propagate and visualize the final solution trajectory of our Spacecraft, executing the two burns
determined by our Targeting loops. First, we will report the current action to the Console and set up some
visualization aspects. Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor:

// Update the Console on what is happening
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Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Magenta;
Report "Propagating the Spacecraft's final trajectory..." to Console;
Report "" to Console;

Spacecraft1.Color = ColorTools.Magenta;
Spacecraft1.Propagator.StepSize = 50;

// Set up View
deltaZoom = (377800-54000)/count;
i = 1;
OutputLayout.SetWindowState(vw1.ID, 1);
OutputLayout.SetWindowState(vw2.ID, 2);
OutputLayout.ApplyUpdates();
Update vw2;

Next, we will begin our actual propagation. First, we maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1. Then, we will
propagate the Spacecraft until it reaches periapsis, updating the B-plane and our ViewWindow each step of the
way. Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor:

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Propagate the spacecraft until it reaches periapsis
While (Spacecraft1.Epoch < peri_time);

Step Spacecraft1;

// Set the MarsCenter Spacecraft at the center of Mars

MarsCenter.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

MarsCenter.Position = {0, 0, 0};

// The TrajectoryPlane ProximityZone visualizes the orbit plane

MarsCenter_TrajectoryPlane.Orientation[0] = Spacecraft1.RAAN;

MarsCenter_TrajectoryPlane.Orientation[1] = Spacecraft1.I;

// The BPlane ProximityZone visualizes the B-Plane

BPlane.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

BPlane.BuildCoordinateSystem(3, S, 1, X);

MarsCenter_BPlane.SetOrientation(BPlane);

// Moves the position of the vectors

B.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -  
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

S.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

T.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

R.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

// Zoom in closer to Mars
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vw2.CurrentViewpoint.ThreeDView.Radius = 377800 - (deltaZoom*i);

i += 1;

Update vw2;
End;

Now, we can move on to the second piece of the trajectory: insertion into a circular, polar orbit. First, we will step
the Spacecraft to exactly the periapsis time. Then, we will maneuver the Spacecraft using ImpulsiveBurn2. Finally,
we will propagate the Spacecraft for half a day in its new circular orbit, continuing to update the B-plane and our
ViewWindow. Copy and paste the following code into the FreeForm script editor:

// Step the spacecraft to exactly periapsis time, then perform the second
maneuver
Step Spacecraft1 to (Spacecraft1.Epoch == peri_time); 
Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn2;

// Propagate the spacecraft in its circular polar orbit for a day
While (Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 0.5);

Step Spacecraft1;

// Set the MarsCenter Spacecraft at the center of Mars

MarsCenter.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

MarsCenter.Position = {0, 0, 0};

// The TrajectoryPlane ProximityZone visualizes the orbit plane

MarsCenter_TrajectoryPlane.Orientation[0] = Spacecraft1.RAAN;

MarsCenter_TrajectoryPlane.Orientation[1] = Spacecraft1.I;

// The BPlane ProximityZone visualizes the B-Plane

BPlane.Epoch = Spacecraft1.Epoch;

BPlane.BuildCoordinateSystem(3, S, 1, X);

MarsCenter_BPlane.SetOrientation(BPlane);

// Moves the position of the vectors

B.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

S.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

T.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

R.VisualOffset = Mars.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch) -
Earth.GetPositionAtEpoch(Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update vw2;
End;

Spacecraft1 has now completed its full targeted trajectory! The remaining code simply sets up the ViewWindows in
a convenient way, then reports relevant information to the Console, including the targeted components of both
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burns, the B-plane properties, and the Spacecraft's final orbital properties. Copy and paste the following code into
the FreeForm script editor:

OutputLayout.SetWindowState(vw1.ID, 0);
OutputLayout.ArrangeWindows(0, {vw1.ID, vw2.ID});
OutputLayout.ApplyUpdates();

// Output relevant information
Console.CurrentTextColor = ColorTools.Lime;

Report "First burn: " to Console;
Report " V: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] to Console;
Report " N: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[1] to Console;
Report " B: ", ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[2] to Console;
Report "" to Console;

Report "Second burn: " to Console;
Report " V: ", ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[0] to Console;
Report " N: ", ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[1] to Console;
Report " B: ", ImpulsiveBurn2.BurnDirection[2] to Console;
Report "" to Console;

Report "Angle between B and T: ", bTheta to Console;
Report "Magnitude of B vector at initial piercing point: ", bMag to Console;
Report "Final eccentricity: ", Spacecraft1.E to Console;
Report "" to Console;

Go back to the Mission Sequence. You should have six FreeForm blocks like this:

Save and run your Mission Plan. You should see a simulation of targeting the first and second burns, then a new
window depicting the final trajectory and visualizing the trajectory plane and B-plane. When the run finishes, you
should have two windows side by side, one showing the end of the second targeting sequence (on the left) and the
other showing the final trajectory (on the right). Use your mouse to zoom in and pan around both views. Notice
how the trajectory plane in blue aligns perfectly with the Spacecraft's hyperbolic trajectory, and how the B-plane in
yellow is exactly perpendicular to the trajectory plane. Also notice how the Spacecraft passes directly over both
poles - you should be able to see Mars's polar ice caps. After examining your results, try to answer these
questions:
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The Console w indow  should have reported the angle betw een B and T , as w ell as the magnitude of the B
vector. Are they w ithin the tolerances that w e set for our goals in the first Targeting loop? In the fina l
tra jectory view , does the angle betw een B and T  look like it could be 115 degrees, as w e expect?

W hy do w e only need to burn in the V  direction for the second impulsive burn? T ry varying the other
directions as w ell in the second Targeting loop, using a seed va lue of 0 km /s. Do they make a significant
contribution to the tota l ∆v if w e a llow  them  to vary?

See Also

Targeting Tutorial

Previous Topic: Inclination Change
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This chapter will discuss the perturbations that commonly apply in the real world. We will examine perturbing
forces both large and small and discover the importance of incorporating these forces into your model.

This chapter will cover the following topics:

1. Multi-Body Effects

2. J2 Perturbation

3. Atmospheric Modeling

4. Solar Radiation Pressure
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6.1 - Multi-Body Effects

In the "Orbital Elements" chapter, we learned about the six Keplerian elements that describe an orbit: the semi-
major axis, eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of the ascending node, argument of perigee, and true anomaly.
These six elements were sufficient enough to describe the entire orbit of the spacecraft. However, these Keplerian
elements assume a relatively simple model of gravity.

Keplerian orbits are defined based on two assumptions. The first is that there are only two bodies in the model -
the central body, and the satellite. The second is that both bodies are modeled as point masses - each body has a
uniform gravitational field around a single point at the very center of the body.

When dealing with the real world, however, the Earth's gravity is not the only force acting upon our orbiting
spacecraft. In fact, depending upon where our spacecraft is in space, bodies such as the Moon, the Sun, and even
Jupiter can change our orbits in small ways (and sometimes big ways). To increase the fidelity of our analyses, we
can add more perturbing forces to our calculations. When we are calculating our orbit with two main gravitational
bodies and our spacecraft (three bodies in total), we call that a "Three Body Problem". When three bodies aren't
enough and we add more, we call it a "Multi-Body" Problem. However, when dealing with three body and multi-
body problems, it is very difficult to calculate by hand. So, the best tool to use for these calculations is a spaceflight
simulator, like FreeFlyer.

Modeling a Two Body, Three Body, and Multi-Body Problem

Problem: 

We have a spacecraft orbiting the Earth in a Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO). What does the orbit look like in a two
body model (Earth and Spacecraft), a three body problem (Earth, Sun, and Spacecraft), and a multi-body
problem (Earth, Sun, Moon, and Spacecraft)? The initial Keplerian elements for the spacecraft are as follows:

A: 290,521.192 km

E: 0.9759

I: 25.7786 deg

RAAN: 348.5809

W: 344.1243 deg

TA: 0 deg

Epoch: "Jan 01 2010 03:10:00.000"

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "MultiBodyProblem.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create a Spacecraft with the following Keplerian elements

o A: 290521.192 km

o E: 0.9759

o I: 25.7786 deg
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o RAAN: 348.5809 deg

o W: 344.1243 deg

o TA: 0 deg

Be sure to change the Spacecraft epoch to "Jan 01 2010 03:10:00.000"

Spacecraft Epoch

Click on "Force Model" on the left-hand side of the Spacecraft editor

Uncheck the "Moon" and "Sun" boxes

Force Model Available Bodies

Change the Spacecraft name to "TwoBodySC"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Right-click "TwoBodySC" and clone it

Double-click "TwoBodySC_Copy1"

In the Spacecraft object's force model, check the "Sun" box

In "Visualization", change the tail color to green

Change the name to "ThreeBodySC"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Right-click "TwoBodySC" and clone it

Double-click "TwoBodySC_Copy1"

In the Spacecraft object's force model, check the "Sun" and the "Moon" box

In "Visualization", change the tail color to yellow

Change the Spacecraft object's name to "MultiBodySC"

Click "Ok" to close the editor
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Adding the ViewWindow

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double-click "ViewWindow1"

Check "TwoBodySC", "ThreeBodySC", and "MultiBodySC" under the "Available Objects"

Check "Show Name" and click "Apply to All"

For each Spacecraft, change the history mode to "Unlimited"

Click on "Viewpoints" on the left-hand side

Change the reference frame to "Inertial"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a While loop onto the Mission Sequence

Change the While loop argument to "(TwoBodySC.ElapsedDays < 20)"

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside the while loop

Double-click on the FreeForm script editor

Change the name to "Step and Update"

In this FreeForm, we will step all Spacecraft, making sure to keep the epochs synced, and update the ViewWindow.
To do this, we write:

// Step each spacecraft with an epoch sync
Step TwoBodySC;
Step ThreeBodySC to (ThreeBodySC.Epoch == TwoBodySC.Epoch);
Step MultiBodySC to (MultiBodySC.Epoch == TwoBodySC.Epoch);

// Updates the ViewWindow
Update ViewWindow1;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft object's orbit did not change from  the origina l e llipse?

W hat happened to "ThreeBodyS C"? W hat do you think caused this to happen?
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W hat is the shape of the orbit of "MultiBodyS C"'?

W hich S pacecraft most close ly s imulates rea l life? How  does this show  you the usefulness of S pacecraft
modeling softw are?

See Also

Real World Modeling

Next Topic: J2 Perturbation
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6.2 - J2 Perturbation

Long ago, people thought the Earth was flat. Many believed that you could sail to the edge of the Earth and fall off.
We have long since dismissed this idea as we now know the Earth is a sphere. Right?

Actually, the Earth really isn't a sphere - it is an oblate spheroid. Because of the rotation of the Earth on its axis,
centrifugal force bulges the equator. In fact, the radius at the Earth's equator is about 21 km larger than the radius
at the poles. See the below diagram to understand what we're talking about:

Oblate Earth

Now that we understand that our Earth is really more oblate than spherical, we need to ask ourselves some
questions. How does this affect our orbits? There is a perturbing force based on this oblate Earth called "J2
Perturbations." But where does the term "J2" come from? The term J2 comes from an infinite series mathematical
equation that describes the perturbational effects of oblation on the gravity of a planet. The coefficients of each
term in this series is described as Jk, of which J2, J3, and J4 are called "zonal coefficients." However, J2 is over 1000

times larger than the rest and has the strongest perturbing factor on orbits.

The two main orbital elements affected by J2 Perturbations are the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (Ω) and
the Argument of Perigee (ω). If we were to model the Earth as a perfect sphere with a uniform gravitational field,
the RAAN and argument of perigee would not change. But since our Earth is not really a perfect sphere, it is
important that we account for this perturbation.

J2 perturbations will move the RAAN over time at a constant rate depending on the orbit's size, shape, and
inclination. Using this property of J2 perturbations, we can manipulate our orbit so that the RAAN changes at a rate
of 360 degrees per year, keeping the orbit in the same orientation with respect to the Sun. This is called a "Sun-
Synchronous Orbit". However, if we did not account for J2, would have the red orbit in the picture below:
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Sun-Synchronous Orbit vs Non Sun-Synchronous Orbit

The green orbit on the other hand, does account for J2 and keeps the same orientation with respect to the Sun.
The reason this is possible is because the orbit is designed to have the RAAN change 360 degrees per year. The
formula for the change of RAAN over time is the formula below:
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In this section, we will discuss:

1. Calculating a Sun-Synchronous Orbit

2. Modeling a Sun-Synchronous Orbit

Calculating a Sun-Synchronous Orbit

Problem: 

We have a circular orbit with an SMA of 7000 km that we wish to make Sun-Synchronous. What inclination do
we need for this to occur?

First, we need to calculate exactly what the nodal precession rate is. We know it needs to be 360 degrees per year,
but we need to convert it to radians per seconds.

360 deg/year = 0.98562625 deg/day = 11.4077116e-6 deg/s
11.4077116e-6 deg/s = 0.19910213e-6 rad/s

Next, we need to take the formula given above and solve for the inclination. When we do that, we get this formula:
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This formula looks rather complex. However, we have all of the necessary variables so let's plug in our variables
and calculate the result.

a = 7000 km

e = 0

dΩ/dt = 0.19910213e-6 rad/s

J2 = 1.08262668e-3

RE = 6378.1363 km

µE= 398600.442 km^3/s^2

i = 1.7082196041 rad = 97.87377 deg

Modeling a Sun-Synchronous Orbit

Let's model the orbit whose inclination we just calculated in FreeFlyer. For demonstration purposes, we will add in
a Spacecraft identical to the Sun-Synchronous Spacecraft we've calculated, but simplify the force model to a point
mass and see if there is any nodal precession.

Open a new Mission Plan and save it as "J2Perturbation.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create a new Spacecraft with the following Keplerian elements:

o A: 7000 km

o E: 0

o I: 97.87377 deg

o RAAN: 100 deg

o W: 0 deg

o TA: 0 deg

To speed up simulation time, we will change the propagator. Go to the "Propagator" section on the left-
hand side of the Spacecraft object editor

Change the propagator to "Bulirsch-Stoer VOP"

Make sure the step mode is set to "Variable Step Size"
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Propagator Settings in the Spacecraft Editor

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Right-click "Spacecraft1" and click "Clone"

Open the newly cloned Spacecraft

Rename it to "Spacecraft2"

Go into "Force Model" on the left-hand side

Change the "Field Type" to "Point Mass"

Force Model Settings in the Spacecraft Editor

Press "Ok" to close the editor

Adding a PlotWindow

Create a PlotWindow through the object browser

Double-click "PlotWindow1" to open the editor

Change the y-axis to "Spacecraft1.RAAN"

Click "More" to add another line to the plot

Change the new dropdown to "Spacecraft2.RAAN"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence
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Drag and drop a "While...End" loop onto the Mission Sequence

Change the argument inside the while loop to "(Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 500)

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside the loop

Change the name of the FreeForm to "Step and Update"

In this script, we will be stepping both Spacecraft with an epoch sync and updating the plot window. To do this, we
write:

// Step both spacecraft with an epoch sync
Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

Update PlotWindow1;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan, then try and answer these questions:

Look at the RAAN for S pacecraft1. The output should be like a saw  w ave. W hat is the period of this plot?

Did S pacecraft2's RAAN change? W hy or w hy not?

See Also

Interplanetary Topics

Next Topic: Atmospheric Modeling

Previous Topic: Multi-Body Effects
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6.3 - Atmospheric Modeling

Where does "space" officially begin? What is considered "inside the atmosphere"? A common standard is that
"space" begins at a height of 100 km. However, this does not mean that there isn't any atmosphere above 100 km.
There is actually a very small amount. It may be very miniscule, but it is enough to make a difference for LEO
spacecraft over several years.

This small amount of atmosphere adds another force to be considered when modelling LEO spacecraft -
Atmospheric Drag. The formula for this force is:

The primary characteristic of this formula that you should pay attention to is that the force of drag is proportional to
the frontal surface area. The bigger the spacecraft, the more drag force. So something like the International Space
Station will feel a lot of drag.

However, if very large things feel a lot of drag, why isn't the ISS crashing into Earth as we speak? The answer is
twofold. First, think about Newton's second law of motion. Just because one object feels more force than another
does not mean that it will decelerate faster. Because the ISS is so massive (estimated 450,000 kg), the overall
deceleration is very small. However, there still is definitely a noticeable deceleration of the ISS over long periods of
time. The second reason the ISS isn't currently crashing into the Earth is because the ISS (like many other LEO
spacecraft) will perform maneuvers to counteract the force of drag to stay in the same orbit.

Observing Atmospheric Perturbations

Problem: 

The International Space Station is in a Low Earth Orbit. ISS Crew Members gently release a CubeSat from the
ISS, giving the CubeSat the same orbit. If neither spacecraft performs any maneuvers, which will re-enter the
atmosphere first? The elements and characteristics for the spacecraft are as follows:

ISS CubeSat

A 6775 km 6775 km
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E 0.001 0.001

I 51.5 deg 51.5 deg

RAAN 240 deg 240 deg

W 65 deg 65 deg

TA 0 deg 0 deg

Drag Area 4000 m^2 0.01 m^2

Mass 450,000 kg 1.333 kg

Create a new Mission Plan and save it as "ISSCubeSatLifetime.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft

Create a new Spacecraft and name it ISS

Give the ISS the Keplerian elements listed in the table above

Go into "Physical Properties" on the left-hand side

Change the drag area to 4000 m^2

Change the mass to 450,000 kg

Physical Properties Settings in the Spacecraft Editor

Go into "Propagator" on the left-hand side

Change the integrator type to "Bulirsch-Stoer VOP" (This will greatly improve the computation time)

Go to "Force Model" on the left-hand side

Change the atmospheric density model to "Jacchia Roberts" (This allows for more accurate drag
calculations)
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Atmosphere Models

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Since most of the elements and characteristics are the same between the ISS and the CubeSat, it will probably be
easier to clone the ISS and adjust the necessary components.

Clone the ISS by right-clicking it and clicking "Clone"

Open the clone and rename it to "CubeSat"

Go into "Physical Properties" on the left-hand side

Change the drag area to 0.01 m^2

Change the mass to 1.333 kg

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding a PlotWindow

Create a PlotWindow through the Object Browser

Double-click "PlotWindow1" to open the editor

For the "Y-Axis" drop down, change it to "ISS.Height"

Click "More" to add another line to plot

Change the new dropdown to "CubeSat.Height"

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop onto the Mission Sequence

Change the while loop argument to "(ISS.ElapsedDays < 600)"

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside the loop

Change the name of the script to "Step, Update, and Check"

For this Mission Plan, we will assume that any Spacecraft below 170 km has officially "re-entered". Although many
people consider 100 km to be the unofficial atmosphere/space boundary, the Spacecraft will drop very quickly after
it has fallen below 170 km.

In this script, we will step both Spacecraft with an epoch sync, update the plot, and check to see if either of the
Spacecraft are below 170 km. Once a Spacecraft falls below 170 km, we can stop the program entirely. To do this,
we write:
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// Step both Spacecraft with an epoch sync
Step ISS;
Step CubeSat to (CubeSat.Epoch == ISS.Epoch);

Update PlotWindow1;

// Checks to see if either Spacecraft gets too low
If(ISS.Height < 170 or CubeSat.Height < 170) then;

Stop;
End;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

The Mission Sequence is complete! Before you run your Mission Plan, please note that this may take a while to run.
Run your mission plan, then try and answer these questions:

W hich S pacecraft re-entered first?

About how  long did it take for the first S pacecraft to re-enter?

See Also

Real World Modeling

Next Topic: Solar Radiation Pressure

Previous Topic: J2 Perturbation
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6.4 - Solar Radiation Pressure

In space, there is another very small force that we don't really think about but definitely can make a difference.
This perturbation is called "Solar Radiation Pressure" or "SRP" for short. SRP revolves around the idea that
electromagnetic waves are massless, but exhibit mass-like properties. The photons in light emitted from the Sun
move at the speed of light and have momentum. Because they have momentum, when they hit other objects, they
transfer momentum to the that object, giving it a boost in velocity.

However, the momentum these photons carry is extremely small. Thus, the perturbing force isn't really observed in
LEO spacecraft. The best time to observe this perturbation is when a spacecraft is big, light, and moving relatively
slow. A basic formula for caluclating the force due to SRP is:

Observing SRP Perturbation

Problem: 

We have a lightweight spacecraft orbiting in a highly elliptical  orbit  (HEO).  Propagate  the  spacecraft  over  30
days with the effects of SRP, along with a "control" spacecraft that is identical to the first spacecraft, but does
not have SRP modeled in its propagation.

Open a new Mission Plan and save it as "SRPPerturbation.MissionPlan"

Adding in Spacecraft
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Create a new Spacecraft with the following Keplerian elements:

o A: 42,110 km

o E: 0.829

o I: 0 deg

o RAAN: 0 deg

o W: 180 deg

o TA: 0 deg

Go into "Physical Properties" on the left-hand side

Change the SRP Area to 10 m^2

Change the mass to 100 kg

Physical Properties Settings in the Spacecraft Editor

Go into "Propagator" on the left-hand side

Change the step mode to "Variable Step Size"

Go into "Force Model" on the left-hand side

Uncheck the box that says "Moon" under "Available Bodies" (this ensures we don't encounter unwanted
perturbations)

Check the box that says "Solar Radiation Pressure"

Solar Radiation Pressure Checkbox

Click "Ok" to close the editor

Right-click "Spacecraft1" and click "Clone"

Double-click the clone to open the editor

Rename the Spacecraft to "Spacecraft2"

Go into "Visualization" on the left-hand side

Change the tail color to green

Go into "Force Model" on the left-hand side

Uncheck the "Solar Radiation Pressure" box
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Click "Ok" to close the editor

Adding the ViewWindow

Create a ViewWindow through the Object Browser

Double Click "ViewWindow1"

Check "Spacecraft1" and "Spacecraft2" in the Available Objects list

Change each History Mode to "Unlimited" (This will allow for better visualization)

Go to the "Viewpoints" section on the left-hand side

On the default view, change the Reference Frame to "Inertial"

Press "Ok" to close the ViewWindow editor

Building the Mission Sequence

Drag and drop a "While...End" loop onto the Mission Sequence

Change the while loop argument to "Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays < 30"

Drag and drop a FreeForm script editor inside the while loop

Rename this FreeForm to "Step, Plot, and Update"

In this FreeForm, we will step each Spacecraft with an epoch sync, plot the distance between the Spacecraft, and
update the view window. To do this, we write:

// Steps each spacecraft with an epoch sync
Step Spacecraft1;
Step Spacecraft2 to (Spacecraft2.Epoch == Spacecraft1.Epoch);

// Plots the distance between each spacecraft
Plot Spacecraft1.ElapsedDays, Spacecraft1.RadialSeparation(Spacecraft2);

// Updates the ViewWindow
Update ViewWindow1;

Your Mission Sequence should look something like this:

Mission Sequence Example

Save and run your Mission Plan and try to answer the following questions:

How  far did the S RP sate llite get aw ay from  the "control" sate llite?

Go back into the M ission S equence. To check to see if S RP w as the main perturbing factor, uncheck the S RP
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box for S pacecraft1 in the force model. Run the m ission again. W hat is the distance betw een S pacecraft
now ?

See Also

Real World Modeling

Previous Topic: Atmospheric Modeling
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Getting Started Guide

Starting on Your First Mission

Running the Mission

1. Spacecraft2

2. Spacecraft1

3. 0.5 Days

Using Impulsive Burns

1. Post-burn, Spacecraft1 has a higher velocity

2. Spacecraft1's variance in velocity increased

Orbital Elements Tutorial

Orbit Shapes and Sizes

Semi-Major Axis

1. Spacecraft1

2. Spacecraft3

3. Spacecraft3's period is approximately 24 hours

Eccentricity

1. Spacecraft3 and Spacecraft3

2. The peak in velocity occurred at the periapsis of the orbit

3. All of the Spacecrafts' periods are the same

4. The higher the eccentricity, the more variance in velocity

Orbit Orientation

Inclination

1. Spacecraft3

2. Spacecraft1

3. The Spacecraft travels in a retrograde orbit
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Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN)

1. 12 times

2. 15 times

Argument of Perigee

1. Spacecraft4

2. The inclination needs to be 90 degrees, and the argument of perigee needs to be 270 degrees

True Anomaly

1. Approximately 100 minutes

2. Approximately 25 minutes

Maneuvering Tutorial

Hohmann Transfer

Hohmann Transfer - Earth Centered

1. Answers should be within 1 m/s accuracy

2. Decrease

Bi-Elliptic Transfer

Modeling the Bi-Elliptic Transfer

1. Answers should be within 1 m/s accuracy

2. ∆v1 = 2.952 km/s, ∆v2 = 0.775 km/s, ∆v3 = -0.301 km/s, Σ∆v = 4.029 km/s

3. The Hohmann transfer used 0.017 km/s more

4. Decrease

Phasing Maneuver

Modeling a Phasing Maneuver

1. Final output should look like this:
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Phasing Orbit 

2. It used a total of 0.246 km/s less

Plane Change Maneuver

Modeling Plane Change Maneuvers

1. Answers should be within 1 m/s accuracy

2. Plane change maneuvers require less ∆v for slower spacecraft

3. At the apoapsis of the intermediate transfer orbit

Interplanetary Topics

Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

Modeling an Interplanetary Hohmann Transfer

1. 2.946 km/s

2. 259.32 days

3. Approximately 14.25 km

Patched Conics Transfer
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Modeling a Patched Conics Transfer

1. ∆v1 = 3.527 km/s, ∆v2 = -2.399 km/s

2. Σ∆v = 5.925 km/s

3. 400,151.44 km

Gravity Assist

Modeling a Gravity Assist

1. BackSideSC

2. The Spacecraft exited in the same general direction as the Mars velocity vector

3. The magnitudes are within 0.040 km/s of each other. Their orbits are so drastically different because
they had different exit directions in reference to the planet's velocity.

The B-Plane

Modeling the B-Plane

1. <9142.492, -4264.283, -3147.362> km

2. 4.725 degrees

3. Answer should be within 1 meter

Targeting Tutorial

Inclination Change

Use Targeting to Model an Inclination Change

1. Calculations by hand should match with FreeFlyer's calculations. You can solve for the initial velocity
using the circular velocity formula. Solutions:

∆vnv : 1.1417 km/s - notice that FreeFlyer represents this as negative, because it is opposite the

velocity direction

∆vn: 3.6213 km/s

Total ∆v: 3.797 km/s

2. Achieving goals for SMA and eccentricity instead of circular velocity should yield the same results.

3. Coming from a non-equatorial orbit would require the burn to be performed at either the ascending or
descending node. We would need to step our spacecraft to one of these positions in its orbit before
executing the targeting loop in order to achieve a proper inclination change.

4. The Targeting loop in FreeForm script should look like this:

Target;

Iterate Spacecraft1;
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// Elements we can vary to achieve the desired inclination

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[0] = 0 + 0.001;

Vary ImpulsiveBurn1.BurnDirection[1] = 1 + 0.001;

// Perform the maneuver

Maneuver Spacecraft1 using ImpulsiveBurn1;

// Goals to achieve with the maneuver

Achieve Spacecraft1.I = 35 +/- 0.01;

Achieve Spacecraft1.VMag = initialVelocity +/- 0.001;

End;

B-Plane Targeting

Targeting Mars's B-Plane

1. Angle between B and T: 114.923 degrees. B magnitude: 8004.149 km. Both are within their respective
tolerances.

2. We only burn in the V direction because our B-plane targeting means we are already in the correct plane
to achieve a polar orbit. We just need to slow down so that we do not fly by Mars. If we allow the other
two burn directions to vary, their magnitudes are negligible.

Real World Modeling

Multi-Body Effects

Modeling Two Body, Three Body, and a Multi-Body Problem

1. TwoBodySC

2. ThreeBodySC crashed into the Earth. The Sun perturbed its orbit resulting in a trajectory impacting the
Earth.

3. The shape of the orbit is a "figure 8"

4. MultiBodySC; It shows that sometimes there are forces that cannot be factored in easily without
assistance from computers.

J2 Perturbation

Modeling a Sun-Synchronous Orbit

1. Approximately 365 days

2. No because the force model does not factor in the effects of the oblate Earth

Atmospheric Modeling
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Observing Atmospheric Perturbation

1. The ISS

2. Approximately 508 days

Solar Radiation Pressure

Observing SRP Perturbation

1. Approximately 215 km

2. Approximately 0.000 km
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